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It’s a dog’s life when your owner eats lunch and leaves you In the back of the truck. Such was the 
case for this canine last week In a Cal Poly parking lot.Proposed budget exceeds $1 billion
by Mary Kelly 
staff Writar
At the first meeting of the Cal Poly Administrative 
Council Monday, the tentative 1983-84 budget for the 
California State University system was discussed. It 
will be sent to the governor in January for approval.
I>ast year’s budget was $942,548,643, but the CSU 
Chancellor's Office seeks a budget increase for 1983-84 
that would raise it to over a billion dollars.
According to James Landreth, Cal Poly's director of 
Business Affairs, there are three compfonents in the 
budget.
The first is the base line budget which accounts for 
price increases due to inflation, increases in staff benefit 
rates, and utilities. This year the Chancellor’s Office is 
asking for a state wide increase of $70,451 in this 
category.
Second is the program maintenance proposals which 
adjust the budget for changes in workbad factors, an in­
crease or decrease in the enrollment of students, and 
new facilities. This year the CSU is asking for a $13,243 
increase.
The third component of the budget is the program 
change proposals which are designed to improve fun­
ding of existing programs, make these programs more 
effective in achieving objectives, and funding new pro­
grams that were not on the previous budget. The CSU is 
asking for an increase of $16,214 in this category.
This year, 18 program change proposals were submit­
ted, and only two are receiving special consideration. 
They are Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, for a computer- 
aided productivity laboratory, and the University of 
California at Los Angeles for a teaming assistant 
resource center.
Program change proposals are considered for things 
such as instruction faculty, teaching support, in­
structional support services, and computing support, as 
well as recognizing technological advances in engineer­
ing, business and computer science. piggM ao« pagg 7
Research says 
Poly’s leading
In grad turnout
Editor’s Note: This is the first in a two-part series. The 
second part will address reasons behind drop-out rates 
within various departments.
by Maria Casas
staff Writer
As tbs new school year is upon us, another crop of 
students will be looking toward June graduation with 
anticipation.
At Cal Poly, a higher number of students will com­
plete their education and graduate than at any other 
campus in the CSU system, according to a study con­
ducted by the Division of Institutional Research, Office 
of the Chancellor. o
The study consisted of tracking first time freshmen of 
Fall quarter 1973 for seven academic years. One section 
of the report consisted of continuatbn rates for these 
freshmen and another of graduation rates. And 
although the study was done some time ago, the results 
still hold, according to the Director of Institutional 
Research, Lowell H. Dunigan.
“This is the most recent data because it does take six 
or seven years to compile,” said Dunigan. “It's good 
data on graduatbn rates and the results are probably 
the same since the fall of 1979-80. We’ve beeen turning 
away more and more applicants every year. For the 
campus as a whole, we take one out of every two ap­
plicants. This selectivity of applicants increases per­
sistency and the rate will increase. I don’t  think it will 
go down,” he said.
In Fall 1973, 1,923 freshmen enrolled. In the fall of 
1974, 1,460, or 76 percent, retmmed; thus, 24 percent 
was lost.
“There is a large dropout rate between the first and 
second years,” said Dunigan. “If we could get freshmen 
on the right track, we could cut that number in half.”
By Fall 1976, 1,188, or 61.8 percent, returned with 
another 14.1 percent gone; 1,067 returned for their 
senior year, or 55.5 percent, with 6.3 percent not show-
mg.
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Philosophy head returns
by Anne French 
Staff Writar
“ It's nice to be back,” said the head of the Philosophy 
department, Kendrick Walker. For the past year. 
Walker has been a visiting fellow on sabbatical to 
Princeton University. His fellowship entailed attending 
classes and seminars, writing, and doing research.
Walker said he enjoyed sitting on the other side of the 
podium in seminar. “ Instructors sometimes lose touch 
with their students,” said Walker. He said he received aCal Poly Professor Claudio Silva dies
Claudio Silva
Cal Poly Spanish in­
structor, Claudio Y. Silva, 
Ph D, died of cancer on 
Sunday morning after a 
lengthy illness.
Sil\^ was born in Miami, 
Arizona on December 15, 
1928. He has served with 
Intelligence in the U.S. Air 
Force. Silva received his 
B.A. in Business from 
Claremont Mens College, 
his M.A. and Ph.D in 
Spanish from University of 
^u thern  California, Los 
Angeles.
Silva s t a r t e d  his 
teaching career in a junior 
high school. Eleven years
were spent at La Serna 
High School and five years 
at San Jose Sta te  
Universtiy.
Arriving at Cal Poly in 
1975, Silva has served on 
the Humanities Lecture 
Series Committee, the 
Commencement Commit­
tee and the President’s 
Commissbn on Interna­
tional Studies and Foreign 
Languages.
The family has asked 
that donations be made to 
the American Cancer 
Society, 1124 Nipomo, 
SLO, 93401.
renewed appreciation for being a student. He spoke of 
the wonderful system Princeton has of preceptorial 
discussion. This meant lab for a class would con­
ducted by a fellow professor and not by someone of 
lesser rank.
Regarding the Princeton campus. Walker described it 
as “stunning.” He drew comparisons between Cal Poly 
and Princeton in that both institutions are located in 
small towns, both are of some distance to large cities, 
and both campuses were a bit out of the city. Walker 
described the New Jersey conununity as “privileged, 
plugged into the system,” and the school as having a 
"od , cultural mix with “all walks of life,” said Walker.
As an undergraduate student, he originally majored 
in American Studies at Berkeley when colleagues in­
troduced him to the study of Philosophy. While com­
pleting his doctorate, “Philosophers of the Twentieth 
Century,” he taught logic at Mount St. Mary's College 
in Los Angeles.
He came to Cal Poly in 1973 aa an Aaaiatant Pro­
fessor, "way back when California was tanked so high 
for its public education system,” said a frowning 
Walker. He said since Proposition 13 the school system 
has suffered immeasurably.
Although there is no degree for philosophy offered at 
the Cal Poly campus, there is now a minor program. 
Walker said this is a step in the rUrht direction.
For as long as he has served as department head. 
Walker has resided on a 40-foot sailboat in Morro Bay. 
He enjoys the solitude and outdoor environment. He 
loves San Luis Obispo and says he hasn’t been any place 
he'd rather live.
1?
Of Cal Poly, Walker said, “This is a lovely campus, 
writh good junior faculty members and a well-trained, 
established senior faculty. A nice blend. With room for 
improvement. Poly does waO what it seta ont to do.”
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USSR arms talks continue
WASHINGTON (AP) — Under orders "to move as 
rapidly as the situation permits,” U.S. arms control 
negotiator Edward L. Rowny is entering a second round 
of talks with the Soviet Union convinced that 
Americans would abandon the nuclear freeze movement 
if they imderstood the administration’s treaty proposal.
FVeezing weapons at current levels, as Soviet Presi­
dent Leonid I. Brezhnev suggested last May, or only 
t r im m in g  stockpiles of intercontinental ballistic 
missiles and long-range bombers would heighten the 
risk of nuclear war, Rowny said in an interview before 
flying to Geneva for the new round of talks beginning 
Wednesday.
Rowny’s reasoning: It takes the sort of deep reduc­
tions proposed by the United States to correct the 5-2 
Soviet lead in missile power, or throw-weight. That 
edge, Rowny and other U.S. strategists theorize, 
heightens the risk of a first strike.
Newsline Strychnine found In Tylenol
Third resIster convicted
CLEVELAND (AP) — A federal court jury on Tues­
day convicted Mark Arden Schmucker, a Mennonite col­
lege student, of failing to register for the military draft. 
He was the third person convicted of the charge in trials 
this year. ^
The eight women and four men on the panel 
deUberated one hour and four minutes before returning 
the verdict in the courtroom of U.S. District Judge Ann' 
Aldnch.
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— Strychnina waa foond in 
two bottina of' Eztra- 
S trang^ T^anol capauka 
hara *"d a man who took 
the medicatinn aoffatad 
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ficiala aaid today.
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Tylanol capaulea from aale.
Better grades require an investment. In time.In work. And in the tools you use. Hewlett-Packard offers a range of such tools, calculators and hand­held computers with a unique logic system that requires less time to get a more reliable answer. Invest in one that matches your needs. And watch your investment pay off.For the HP dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 800-547-34(X). In Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii call 503-758-1010. For additional product informa­tion write Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 83, Corvallis, OR 97330.
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Lecture serles to begin
A talk on technology by 
Péter Diamandopolous, 
PhD^ president of Sonoma 
State University, on 
Thursday, Oct. 7, will open 
the 11th annual Arts and 
Humanities Lecture Series 
at Cal Poly.
The le c tu re  on 
“Technology: 'Problems 
and Prospects” will begin 
at 11 ajBi. in Room 220 of
the University Union. The 
lecture is open to the public 
without charge.
Diamandopolous is ex: 
pected to focus on the 
characteristics of modem 
technology, exploring its 
chaUenges to public pjOlicy, 
social aspirations jtnd 
private morality.
Hia aim, he has said,Is to
Dr. Peter Diamandopolous
“underscore the uncertain 
r e la t io n  b e tw e e n , 
technological determina­
tion  and  ind iv idual 
freedook . . .  to suggest the 
respoQilbilities o r  higher 
educathm in preserving a 
precarious but creative 
balance between scientific 
advances and innate 
humanlimitations. ’ ’
Bom on the Gredc island 
of ' Crete 62 years ago ,, 
Diamaiiidopolous received 
a diploma in mathematics 
'and natural sciences from 
Athens College in 1947.
He earned his bachelor’s 
master’s, and doctoral 
degrees from Harvard 
University. His doctorate, 
granted in 1967, is in 
philosophy and classics.
T. Diamondc^lous taught 
and held administrative 
positions at Bites College 
(Maine), University of 
Virginia, Swarthmore Col­
lege (Pa.l, Univeristy of 
M aryland , A m erican 
University (D.C.), and the * 
Adlai Stevenson Institute 
(111.). Before he accepted 
the presidency at Sonoma, 
he was chairman of the 
Department of Philosophy 
and the History of Ideas at 
B randéis U niversity
(Mass.).
He is the author of ar­
ticles and reviews in pro­
fessional journals dealing 
—with  t he history of
philosophy, the history of 
science, and public policy.
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Sports
Cute little
kid^ or 
feisty little
Mtwlant Daly —  Va
Tin « Taylor
Poly head women’s voUeybaU coach, Mike Wilton, 
has called Tina Taylor "that cute little kid,” and "a fies- 
ty little twerp.”
Which one is she?
“Both,” Taylor laughed. “When I came here (in 1979) 
1 was a little twerp. 1 would say right now my basis of 
claim is I am a fiesty player on the court. I ’m also ag­
gressive out there. I am the type of player who gets 
everyone else fired up on the court. I ’m a pretty hyper 
person anyway.”
'This is quite evident if you have ever had the pleasure 
of watching this 5-foot-8 lady do her thing on the court. 
I t’s obvious Taylor likes to have a good time out there 
when she goes into her little dance.
‘"There’s nothing better than when I set a ball and so­
meone just puts it down,”'the senior said. " It just fires 
me up to have someone, or the whole team, doing just 
great out there. It just makes me feel like dancing.”
But dancing isn’t  the only thing which Taylor has 
been doing on the court. She has also done a lot of runn­
ing around. In the flrst 16 matches of 1982, of which the
, 1.
Oriiy Tina Taylor 
knows for sure
Mustangs have won 13, Tina hps run a good mile-and-a- 
half tracking down passes to set.
"1 think my strongest point on the court is my speed 
. and ability to get to a pass and set it,” remarked the 21- 
year-old. “ I can’t really get upset when the passes aren’t 
that good and I do have to run for them. If I do get 
upset, then I get everone else down. I just tell the 
passers, ‘tha t’s okay.’ And 1 hope with that attitude the 
passers will get a little more confident.”
Confidence is something Cal Poly lacks a certain 
amount of right now.v But, the season is young. And 
Taylor, for one, knows it will pass.
“We’re still in up-and-down stages,” she said. “We’re 
still ironing out some wrinkles. We’re still getting to 
know each other out there. All good teams go through 
this to an extent. It won’t be happening in December, 
though.”
December is the month all college teams in the U.S. 
are atwoting for. I t’s pfoyoff time. Thé month when it 
counts the most. I t’s tlw Nationals. The Final Four. A 
1982 champion. Taylor, like the rest of the team, thinks 
the Miiarawg« will be there. For Taylor, along with 
seniors Wendy Hooper and Jolene Huffman, it’s their 
last chance.
“This has been the most intense year for me,” said 
Taylor, who is the first female to play all four years 
under Wilton. “ I can feel how close we are in going to 
Nationals. We have more depth this year than last year 
(when the Mustangs finished tied for fifth in the nation 
41-8). Wendy came back having improved a lot. Terri 
~ (Purling) can now block and hit right-side like she has 
never dons before. And Sandy (Aughinbau^) is playing 
better than she did last year. Everyone has just improv­
ed.”
. Especially Taylor. She was called upon during the
United States Volleyball Association (USVBA) season 
to do something she had little experience in doing — set­
ting. ’Through her first three years in a Poly uniform, 
Taylor had been a right-side hitter. She was just a part 
of thé offense. Now, the offense is revolving around her.
“I started setting during USVBA basically because 
there was no one else to do it,” commented Taylor, who 
is the team’s co-captain with Aughinbaugh. Taylor is 
the captain on the floor. “I worked with Tino (assistant 
coach ’Tino Reyes) some. I had relatively okay hands 
and had enough technique down to build upon. The big 
issue was the experience.
“Coming into the year I had a lot of people telling me 
how good Dede (incoming fieshman Dede Bodnar) was. 
But I told myself no one was going to start in front <jf 
me. And I worked toward that goal all summer. I work* 
ed out some with Sandy, but mostly I worked out by 
myself. I ran and lifted weights. Soimtimes I would go 
down and talk to Mike and run with him. It was kind of 
a good feeling in a sense because I was doing this for 
myself. I wasn’t  out there for anyone else, and I didn’t  
have to impress anybody.”
Taylor did impress people with her play in USVBA. 
She was an All-American honorable'mention selection in 
the VoUeybaU Monthly pre-season picks. Taylor, 
though, is not all impressed with portions of her play 
(hus far.
“My blocking is the worst part of my game right 
now,” she said. “I’ve never really been that bad of a 
blocker. I ’ve done it as a right-side hitto* the last three 
years. I should be putting more time into blocking in 
practice. I think I”m concent'rating more on getting to 
the ball once it nasses the block. But that (getting to the
PI««M ••• p«g« 6
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Forget about homestand linage,soccer team plays the best
byM aAQaaf
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What a difforancea diviahm makas.
Ilia t must be what Cal Poly men’s soccer coach 
Wolfgang Oartnsr to thinking as his t*am prepares for 
its fifth match against a Division I team this season. 
The ganoe. against Loyola-Marynoount, will take pigce 
tonight at Mustang Stadium at 7:30.
The Mustangs sport a perfect 2-0-1 mark against Divi­
sion II teams and a dtonml 0-4 record against Division I 
schools. However, a look at the opponents shows that 
none of those teams have been cold farina.
For example, the Stanford Cardinals, who beat the 
Mustangs 2-1 earlier this year, are ranked I)Io. 4 in the 
Far West. The Qauchos of UCSB, who also defeated Po­
ly 2-1, are ranked sixth in the Far West. The Far West 
also includes such teams as San Diego State, number 
one in the nation, and the University of San Francisco, 
the Division I champs last year. >
Loyola, called the Lions, to in a conference with San 
Dtogo State, UCLA and U ^ ,  to name a few.
Recently. Gartner explained his reason for scheduling 
every non-league game with a Division I team. “We 
want people to come out and see the best college soccer 
around. 'They don’t  come and pay for nothing. No one
At the 
U M  In from 5.*00*7:00 pm It’s the Wednesday night
“SPAGHERI FIASCO”
A heaping plate of spaghetti with garlic 
bread and choice of soft drink
FOR ONLY $2.00
1037 Monterey Street 543-5131 
Next to The Fremont Theater
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At Northrop, people and their ideas make 
advanced technology work.
It works because we match people's interests 
with our needs in protect teams, where indivi­
dual responsibility and development potential 
are greatest.
If your professional interest is listed ^ elow, we 
would like to discuss the different career paths 
available at Northrop.
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
• MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
• M ECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS
• BUSINESS • COMPUTER SCIENCE
• MATHEMATICS • MATERIALS SCIENCE
Our representative would like to discuss your 
interests and how they may lead to a career 
with Northrop.
Contact your Placement Office to arrange your 
interview, or write to:
College Relations 
Northrop Corporation,
1800 Century Park East. Los Angeles, CA^90067
Equal Opporlunity Employar MfF'H
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around plays a schedule like we do. We don’t  care if they 
(the spectators) think we are good, we at least know that 
the oUier team to,’’he said.
Not only that, but the experienceuthe Mustangs get 
■g « l n « t. some of the ^ t  soccer ^ y e r s  in the
can’t  do anything but help league
Looking down the road, it seen» the Mustangs will be 
getting lots of experience, with the likes of Pacific, 
Fresno SUto, SanU Clara and St. Mary’s all waiting in 
thcrwings. !
But in the meantime, Gartner ahd his players will be 
setting their sights on one* thin^ — their first win 
against a Division I school. They hope that happens 
tonight.kidortwerp?
Fi«mp«a»i
’ball for the set) should be natural.’’ t
One of the teams tne Mustangs must beat to get to 
the Nationals will invade the Main G)rmnasium Friday 
evening. The University of the Pacific, where this yew’s 
National Championships are being held, will be looking 
for a bit of revenge. Last week Poly whipped the Tigers 
in Stockton, 12-15, 16-10, 18-16, 15-4. Friday’s affair is 
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
“I t ’s going to be an awesome show versus UOP,’’ 
Taylor said. “Be there.’’ >
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B LU E D O V E 
B E A U TY  SALON
PROFESSIONAL STYUN G  FOr ! 
MENANO WOMEN
The g irls  would love to  
c »ty o u rb .lr l
$34 .00  and  up
774 Palm St. 544-1213 
(Across from the Mission) 
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Call Days. Cvtt t  Watkands
Encino: (213) 960-3340 
Los Angeles— West: (213) 929-3007 
Central City: (213) 268-2693
Orange County: (714) 731-3050
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More graduate from Poly
Fromp«9«1
Of thia fr—hman claM, 
875 graduated and receiv­
ed t b ^  bachelor's degiea. 
Tan people flniehed in three 
years, 240 in four years, 
393 in five jrears, 168 in six 
years and 74 in seven 
years.
Therefore, 13 paxsnt of 
the class graduated in four 
years, 20 percent in five 
years, e i ^ t  peromt in six 
years and four percent in 
seven years. OveraU,~ktKntt 
45.6 percent of th a t 
freshman class graduated 
at Cal Poly. This is the 
hi|dM*t rate in the CSU 
system.
Following Cal Poly ware: 
Chico with 43.4 percent of
their 1973 freshman class 
graduating, Fresno with 
42.8 percent, Fullerton 
with 36.8 percent and Long 
Beech with 36.3 percent.
Cal Poly is on top 
bsicause " i t ’s a good 
school," said Admissions 
Officer Dave Snyder.
"S tudents have to 
declare a major," said 
&iyder. "Students come. 
hsN with a heavy degree of 
cmnmitment to a program 
and getting an education."
Dunigan feels there are 
thiM major reasons for Cal 
Pdly’s g ( ^  standing.
First, said Dunigan, “all 
but 13 percent of students 
come from outside San 
Luis Obispo county. They
are moving here for school 
so it must be serious,” he 
added.
Secondly, over 80 per­
cent of total enroilmmt in 
faU 1981 was in such 
specialized fields as 
agriculture, architecture, 
engineering, graphic com­
munications, dietetics, 
biochemistry and com­
puter science, which are 
not widely available at 
other campuses within th e ' 
system,” said Dunigan.
“The campus alro has 
the highest proportion of 
laboratory instruction in 
the syst«n which is part of 
the school’s philosophy. 
Apparently it doesn’t  
hurt," he s^d.Cal Poly seeks computer-aided lab
From page 1
The A d m in istra tiv e  
Council is a board that par- 
t i c ^ te s  in exchanges of 
information, therefore, 
budget adjuetments are
just tentative at this point.
The budget for 19 
state universities goes 
before California’s new 
governor in January; when
he approves it, it will be 
sent to the state legislature 
where a two-thirds vote is 
required to  pass the 
budget.
VALUABLE COUPON
Frêebee O ffer
Three KODAK Color
Enlargem ents 
for the price of two
Bring in this coupon with your favorite 
KODACOLOR Film negatives, color slides, 
color prints or instant color prints 
Receive 3 color enlargements for the 
price of 2 processed by Kodak.
Freebee offer expires June 16.1982.
956 Higuera Street 
~ San Luis Obispo 
541-0600
VALUABLE COUPON
COLOR 
PROCESSING 
..Kodak
Classified
SludMtl. lacuHy 4 tls H  tfsNy 
ralM  MS >2.00 (or • 3 lino 
mlntmum ond .60s (or ssch ad- 
dHlorMi tins. Wsskly islss sis 
M.0O lor Ills 3 Hns mlninium 
snd >2.00 'or sse^ sddHtonsI 
Uns. BusMssslo(< csmpws rstss 
SIS also avaNsMs. <
PayaMs by chock only to 
Mustang Dally, QRC Bldg. Rm. 
226.
FREE TU ES D A Y  EV EN IN G ? 
COM E T O  VO LUTEER  NIGHT! 
LEARN HOW  TO  HAVE FUN 
W HILE HELPING O UT YOUR 
C O M M U N I T Y .  
R E F R E S H M E N T S  A N D  
S L ID E S H O W . 7 :30  IN 
M USTAN G  LOUNGE.
(10-5)
Expor. vocallal/trumpot wants 
to K>ln rock/Nsw Wavs or Jazz 
band to sam monsy playing 
clubs, partlsa, and special 
aventa. Contact Ed at 643-0618.
( 10-0)
W E A V I N G , S P IN N IN G . 
N A TU R A L D YEIN G  > DYE 
PLA N T ID EN TIFICATIO N . Carol 
Todd 644-5007
( 10- 1.2)
106B VW Bug wlsunroof, now 
Intsrior. >1800 or bast odor, 
aftsr 5pm 544B322 Mary
(lO d )
(sam ors wasftsr, w hits 3 
cycisa, sxesHsat conditton. 
>180.641^1866
_________ (1D^
Mopsd-Honda PA80 Lo Mllsa 
Good Cond >380 or bast olfsr 
I  (104)
O V E R S E A S  J O B S - S u m - 
mar/yoar round. Europs, S. 
Amsr., Australia. All Fields. 
>500- >12Q0 monthly. Slghtass- 
Ing. Free Into. Writs IJC  Box 52- 
CA30 Corona Dal Mar, C A  02626 
‘ (10-13)
Reward-Lost blue tackle box 
with draltInO equIp-Naed back. 
Duane 546-3027
____  JIO^ O)
Motor VoMdoc
Complete engine diagnostic 
artd tune-up by certified auto­
engine tune-up specialist on all 
Am erican & Forsign cars 
>16-.parts: 6 month/60CX} mile 
guarantee call Frank at 641- 
3480a(ter2p.m.
_____________________________________ ( 1<>6 )
1067 Cal-Look VW Show Wln- 
narl Fresh porache lr>dian red 
paint. 18350C engine dual 
carbs. Much more to see 528- 
0706
__________________(T ^
1056 Volkswagon Beetle 100% 
rebuilt, 40 mpg. Save 1280 from 
asking price. >3780. 841-4222 
aftsr 5.
________________
YA M A H A  280 E N O U R a p t - On- 
ly 6,000 Ml. STRBET LEG AL EX. 
COND. W /H ELM Et. >B8Bl6D 
OB0541-5660
JO B S  O N  SHIPS) Ameriedn. 
Foreign. No anprlenoe 
Excellent pay. W orld wide 
trpvel. Sumer )ob at career. 
Send >3.00 for information. 
8EAFAX, Dept B5. Box 2040, 
Port Angeles W A 08362
(1(V13)
AMERICAN D AN CE COUPON 
Present this coupon to the 
receptionist at Pat Jackson's 
American Dance and receive 
two (2) FREE C LA SSES of 
dance in Jazz, Tap, Ballet, or 
Aerobics. If you are a Cal Poly 
Sludent and rtew to the studio, 
this >10 coupon is yours! 1400 
Monterey (Just above the 
Railroad overpass across from 
KC Nursery) 543-4400. Expires 
Oct. 31st.
( 10-6)
BETA KAPPAS- LA ST YEAR 
W AS G R E A T T H IS  YEAR 
SHOULD BE FAN TASTIC .
(lO d)
.R e d ia l  H o u d t ^  |
Room for rent, not furn. Pool, 
iacuzzi, tennis. Female, non- 
smoker, neat, pets? >180. Call 
541-0630 before 8 am.
Day Care 1 block to Cal Poly 
Vary convenient for staff and 
students. Wanda, 540-8235
(lOO
Typing, proofing reports, >1 a 
page. Accurata. Los Osos 
Joan. 528-1151
rv (10-8)
TYPING SERVICE - 4B1-4481.
T Y P IN G -R a p id  *  Reliable 
MAIM'
B1XV6':30M0n-8aL
CaN Rone for appt 54A2801
(11-«
TYPING- Exp^W M ieA FA S T 
AND A C C U R A IT  Near Cam­
p u s. G e neva B la )r , 470 
Highland, 543-0880. PRICE 
REASONABLE.
( 10-10)
NFL JERSEYS 
AND
HELMETS
Large selection of Teams Available
Cosmetically Blemished
1 RAMS f
1 0
YOUTH NFL
FOOTBALL HELMETS
Cosmetically Blemished 
Most NFL Teams Available 
$18.85 EACH OR
TWO FOR
Youth and A d u lt
Cosmetically Blemished
NFL JERSEYS
$9.85 EACH OR
TWO FOR
$15
Special Croup Youth
SOCCER SHOES
By: ADIDAS AND PUMA
TW O PAIR FOR $30
YOUTH PULL ON SOCCER SHIN GUARDS NOW IN STOCK
SPECIAL CROUP
SEÑOR LOPEZ
BAJA PULLOVER
TOPS
$9.85
CREWNECK 
SWEATSHIRTSI 
AND PANTS
TWO FOR
HOODED 
PULLOVER
s w e a t s h ir t : 
TW O  FOR 
$30
Special Group
ATHLETIC SHOES 
TW O PAIR FOR $40
land
962 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo
HOUFIS: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 
Thurs. nite ‘til 9, Sun. 12-5
Quantities and sizes Hmited to stock on hand 
We reserve the right to refuse saies to daait
PRiCESQOOD 
THRU10/KV82
1 ■
Opinion=^I_________
A
Push comes to shove
This is one kicking, slapping, pushing and shoving incident 
on the Poly campus that won’t make front page headlines.
The. incident occurred to more than one concert-goer at last 
Saturday’s concert in the Main Gym. During the Beat’s per­
formance ’’seating arrangements” in the first several rows 
were prized possessions that were gained by petty, yet 
vicious, violence cmtain Beat fans saw fit to use.
Accmdin^ to one concert-goer in the front row, two girls 
were shq;>ping each other over choice seats, while oth«*s 
dragged already-seated fans off their chairs or literally dove 
over one another to reach the front. The front row of chairs, 
which were tied together by the ASI Concerts Committee, 
became nonexistent after being knocked down in the frenzy.
’This scene brings back memories of last spring’s 
Pretenders concert when the audience rushed the stage. 
However, it is unlikely that the t}rpe of band pla}dng last 
weekend provoked the behavior. Human nature being what it 
is, a Liberace concert could conceivably have elicited the 
same response if the same conditions were present.
While only a small minority of the audience was pushing 
and shoving, the fact that it was even allowed to happen for 
any length of time is ridiculous. It is stupid that some fans sit 
in line up to two days for fit>nt row seats only to be plished 
aside by other people. Admittedly, many music fans put up 
with mass amounts of people and crowding to hear their 
favorite groups but other fans don’t enjoy putting up with 
rude, impersonal behavior like that exhibited at the Beat con­
cert.
Whether it be screening out conceit-goers who are drunk or 
hiring more security personnel to he^ maintain at least a 
nonviolent level of exuberance, the M ustang Daily Editorial 
Board believes steps need to be taken to make ccmcerts at Cal 
Poy more enjoyable and safe for all.
,Oelobwe,ieS2
A repeat incident like that of last weekend should be 
prevented. To let it continue at concerts would be condoning 
it, which reflects badly bn the ConcMt Committee and the 
university.
Letters
Not a waste
Dear Editor:
We appreciate your interest and will­
ingness to publish articles dealing with 
university acts and practices—and more 
particularly, the recent article regarding 
the new admissions selection plan. 
Overall, the piece was done well and 
presented the facts of this complex pro­
cess in an understandable and factual 
manner. There are, however, two points 
1 would like to clarify: first, the headline 
implied that the admissions plan was 
responsible for the reduction in enroll­
ment and second, a misquote had been 
construed to imply that I think General 
Education (GEHs a waste of time.
With regard to the enrollment reduc­
tion, please be aware that the admis­
sions plan has no influence on the 
lumber of students to be enrolled. 
Enrollment planning is a separate pro­
cess and its only connection to the ad­
missions process is the determination of 
new student admissions quotas.
As to the second point, I want you to 
be aware that I do not believe General 
Education is a “waste of time.” To the 
contrary, it is the cornerstone upon 
which a student's education is founded. 
A major purpose of any college or 
univeristy is to educate, not only in 
technical or professional fields, but also 
to provide the opportunity for students 
to achieve the ability to think and com­
municate clearly,' to strengthen their 
quantitative skills, to learn and 
understand about themselves, their pro­
cesses of curiosity and inquiry. General 
Education provides students this oppor­
tunity.
DaveSaydar
Admiaekma Officer
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Letters
Misunderstood intentions
Dear Editor,
This is in regards to  the opposition of 
my letter which was published on Sept. 
28th. First of all, I would like to mention 
that Ms. Cory is way off-base in her 
rebutal.
The class that I taught was advertis­
ed for three weeks prior to the start of 
the class. It was alao spread by word of 
mouth. In my class, I stress on/y the 
simple and easy techniques. I alao show 
how to make them work effectively. As 
far as an "emergency situation" is con­
cerned, I put my students there by ac­
tually attacking them.
Before I do that. I let my students 
know of my intentions and philosophy. 
It is to prepare them for an actual at­
tack under stress. I first become 
familiar with my students with other 
techniques and then move to the at­
tacks. No one is hurt by me. I let them 
practice their favorite techniques on me 
for them to find out which ones work 
and which don’t. As far as taking “un­
necessary risks”, I encourage that they 
be avoided whenever possible.
I in no way insinuate that women are 
responsible for the attacks upon them. 
No information in my letter had 
anything to do with this. I believe that 
Ms. Cory is making pecóle think that I 
believe this. It is not the case.
Maybe Ms. Cory misunderstood the 
point that I was trying to make. The 
point is: I want to make women aware 
that they do have a fighting chance, 
chance to get away in a bad situation. In 
talking with rape victims I have found 
that they generally freeze up and aren’t  
able to do anything to help themselves.
By the end of my full-length classes, 
and without striking the students, I try 
to take their clothes off. I tell this to 
them before I do it. This gives them an 
out. I would like to know if Ms. Cory 
considers this an emergency situation. I 
think that it is. I seriously try to remove 
articles of clothing. However, I won't go 
all the way. The truth of the matter is, I 
can’t even get that far noost of the time. 
I get bruised, bitten, scratched and pun­
ched to help my students learn how to 
defend themselves.
I believe that Ms. Cory grossly 
misunderstood my intentions and the 
point that I was making. Maybe she 
might take a different stand now. I have 
alao considered that I do not have the 
answers that might solve this terrible 
problem. I know that I don’t. Nobody 
does. I was just trying to help, tha t’s 
all. If Ms. Cory would like to discuss 
this matter with me, I would be more 
than willing to. 660 Hathaway #1 S.L.O.
Kenny Fall
Daily policy
Letters and press releases may be sub­
mitted to the Mustang Daily by bring­
ing them to tha Daily office in Room 226 
of the Graphic Arts Building, or by 
sending them to: Elditor, Mustang Dai­
ly, GrC 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 
CA 93407. Letters must be double-^Mtce 
typed and include the writers’ signature 
sind phone numbers.
E nters reasrve the right to edit let­
ters for length and style, and to omit 
libelous statements. Lsttars should be 
kept as short as possible.
The Mustang Daily encourages 
readers’ opinions, criticisms and com­
ments on news atoriee, lettars and
editorials. To ensure that letters will be 
considered tor the next edition, they 
should be submitted to the Daily office 
by 10 a.m.
Press releasee should be submitted to 
the Daily a t Isast a week before they 
should run. All rslsasss must include 
phone numbers and names of the people 
or organizations involved, in case fiir- 
ther information is required.
All unsigned editorUls reflect the ma­
jority view of the Mustang Daily 
Editorial Board. The board conaists of 
Editor Robin Lewis, Managing Editor 
Rose Ann Wentz and Editorial 
Assistants Twyla Thomas and Nancy 
Lewis.
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ev(‘ii more muscle 175 horsc-ijov/ei ! l s p m n q  
with a periorm ance suspension and parks 
/:m71P it oi torque " 2400r p m ' a n d a  
lour speed transmission
It comes complete with a real t>ad 
attitude about being anything but the Boss 
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This calculator thinly business. 
T h eT l Student Business A n alyst
If there’s one thine undergrad business students nave always needed, this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator. The Student Business Analyst. Its built-in business fomnilas let you perform complicated finance, accounting and statistical functions—the ones that usually require a lot of time and a stack of reference books, like present and future value calculations, amortiza­tions and balloon payments.
It all means you spend less time calculating, and more time learning. One keystroke takes the place of many.The calculator is just part
of the package. You also get a book that follows most business courses: the Business Analyst Gtadebook. Business professors helped us write it, to help you get the most out of calculator and classroom.A powerful combination.Think business.With the Student Business Analyst., ikxASInstruments
01W 2 Texas Instruments
A not-for-credit mind-bender fiendishly devised by 
GAMES magazine to drive you bananas.
Each of the pictures below represents a palindromic 
phrase— a phrase spelled the same forward ¿nd back. The 
answer to each picture can be written on the corresporKfing 
dashes, one letter'^per space. For example, the first picture 
shows RACE CAR. We'll leave the other 9 for you to reflect on.
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The greatest inventor o f  aU time
PATBfT PAYOFFS • 1 0
H o w  large corporations rew ard their inventors
1
Fa il e d  Fl o p s  • 1 3
Inventions that failed
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"STRETCH'S DUMLS*' * 6
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Letters
O U TP U T'S
Sdencs News 3  Com m entary
COVER
"Rk)g Arourtd the Sun”  is the w ork o f Tim  M^ Wte, 
one o f England's top Hustrators. His book.
The Fantasy and SderKe Fiction World of Tim White, 
is available th ro u ^  N ew  English Library.
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Chicago,
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IFO N LY  LUDWIG VAN  HAD ONE
rom those wonderful folks who've given us digital watches that do every- 
ling but make coffee-in the momirtg, computer wizardry now gives us elec- 
onk musk cbirfipdiers.
New England Digital Corp. and Hazekom Irtdustries Ltd. have developed'  
lano-like computer keyboards that transcribe whatever is played on tfwm. 
m a second keyboard, lyrics arKf chord notations also can be added before 
ie score is printed. Dependirtg on features, the units will cost between 
15,000 and $50,000.
The advantages of such eiectronk printing systems may be realized by 
-A u s k  publishers, w ho could store compositions in a computer arfo print 
spies as needed. In fact, G. Schirmer, kK., one of the nation's okfest ar>d 
irgest musk publishing houses, is thinking about buymg such a device.
Out in M o  AHo, CA, at Xerox Corp.'s research laboratories, one of the 
xxX advarKed digital m tak editors has been assembled as a student exper- 
rrertt,.j|llhough the company says it has no intenbons of selling the machine, 
ays a Xerox computer scientist: "It could be useful for gukk-tumaround- 
lusk-movie musk, T V  commerdaK, and show tunes."
So, if you've been thinking of a great gift idea far Barry Martiiow . . .
smimi?
is the space shoMe Caturebia con- 
inues its success irt reestablishing 
ire Urrited States' presence in space, 
private comparry itM riitg to buy 
shuttle and turn k im »a commer- 
ial operation.
The Space Transportation Co. 
iTQt kxaiad in WtKaton. Ml, has 
roposad the idea to NAM. offering 
} fund die buildmg of the fifth orbr- 
ekikti is stifi not budgeted by
« feiliiel ipece agp i^ The o tl^ 
sUmNIi  ffeet maelir pfew cats far 
ufWters. INtitn STC saw the 
owenment's refuctance to go 
$ead wWi the fifth thutfe. rtm a^ 
proposif. NASA has lai to decide 
nvmcf fo •ccEpi w  cwicf. 
sre has ouNnad its initiatives in 
heie.venlHre:
tf Set an example to die world of 
he potential of free gnterprise in 
pace matters.
2) Lead to inoeeses in the carrv 
nercial uses of the U S. Space 
ransportatian System (die official 
lameof the shuttle pmyam).
3 kepwei d m U l p tm e e as a 
Kter in die wddd
4 ) Improve the U  S. baiarKC of 
payments.
5) Support further private com - 
merdaizalioii of space.
6> Use private funds radwr than 
taxpayers' funds.
T) feovidc a privately funded fifth 
orbifer which n i l  become an insur­
ance backup for die  presetidy ap­
proved four-orbiter ficet.
Y e t gaining approval from the 
space agency may only be half die 
betlfe for S TC  The big hurdle mey 
come ki finding inveslorstohaid the 
purchase, ediich w W  pie b a dfy 
aptMen to more than i t .5  bflion to 
purchase an m w nhftr line orbifer. 
phis boosters and’ other eventual
N 't not HbaV to  become a popular 
oocktafi, but some British researchers 
have found pee* success in mixing 
Scotch and tomatoes. Yet insttad of 
consuming the results, they're corv 
verting them into energy.
T h e  Gfengarioch arsttNery. in 
h b ird a im hirr. w h id i far 200 years 
has produced a singfe eNiidqu usis 
waste heal from  tw o  production 
pioceg es to g ro w  gtewihousO to­
matoes And along with hundreds of 
tons of produce, the liquor maker 
has cultivated some w ekom e fuel 
savings.
The waste heat comes from the 
condenser cooler water and from 
the flue gases produced by the 
butane-fired furnaces. The cooling 
water is heated by the condiensers 
and is used to warm specially built 
greenhouses. Another by-product of 
booze-m aking is carbon dioxide, 
which is pumped into the hortkul- 
tural facility where it aids photosyn­
thesis and increases plant yield. Last 
year, the process produced more 
than 156 tons of tomatoes. Aside 
from  m aking m oney on the to- 
m ^ o e s , the com pany is saving 
money, too, sifKe the process elimi­
nated the need to build a second 
^cooling tower; the greenhouse pro­
duces gases that when cooled are 
used to dry the malt kiln.
. (
PROGRESS 
MARCHES ON
Have you ever w ond ered w here 
some of those absurdly useless items 
advertised on late-night TV  come 
from? W ho ever thought up things 
like a Vege-matk, smokeless ashtray, 
or fold-up fishing rod? Well, if Iowa 
State University has its way, we can 
look forward to rrK>re of the same.
The school's Center for Industrial 
Research and Service recently insti­
tuted a program to assist inventors 
and manufacturers in developing 
new products. "The  goal is to pro­
mote the creatMty o f  Iowa people, 
their talents, and resources," says 
the coordinator of the program , 
called Program for liwrovation.
Speaking of creabvrty and inrtova- 
tion, here are some of the 30 "in ­
ventions" already submNted. We've 
also ventured some guesses as to 
h o w  these brainstorm s can be 
utWzed as wefi as w fitiv  in heN they 
m ight have come frota
1) "A n  ear tagger for animals" —  
This was probably inverttad by a 
formar punk rocker and Ms french 
poodle after they both got tired at
I
jabbing safety pins irrto various parts 
of their bodies.
2) "Shaving soap additive"— This 
is probably a ploy by one of the 
shaving cream marHifacturers. It ir>- 
duces rapid growth of facial hair, re­
quiring the user to shave three times 
a day —  which means he'll have to 
buy three times as m uch shaving 
cream.
3) "Bathroom tube caddy"— This 
one is likely to be a vacationing 
teenager w ho comes Into your bath­
room every momirtg wNh a leathar 
bag fiNed w ith  toothpaste and No. 9 
dantal floss.
4 ) "Bedsidt erastabasket" —  This 
is a convenietKa ita m .fo r thosa 
nights vdien you just can't make N 
to  the John.
5) "Cattle wash, dry, groomar" —  
W e  figure a good name wrouW ba
"fabulous." and that N was invented 
by a consortium of gay ranchers-
Â  "Disposable s q u M  iso d w " —  
Th h  one is a baffler, sinoa w e nwacd 
the news that Somaone had come 
up w ife a disposNbfe sqiarrel.
Ifeadefs are iPdied to submN sáni- 
laiV brifent ideas.
. . .  A n d w h afew r happertad to solar 
power? Though fames W alt and N s  
mineral moirgers are detennined to  
squeeze every test drop o f oil out of 
this tiled old Earth, there are thosa 
w h o  stil befieve in our solar future. 
To  piove that w c 'ic  not just whisl- 
kng in the solar wind, we've localed 
four solar power plants already in 
operation:
In Soudiem  Catifomia's filoinee 
Om ert, ne w  the town o f larstoiv, 
s iK  th a  co untiy 's  l in t  oommardal.
solar plant, which commetKed oper­
ation early this year. When it goes 
on line, "Solar O ne" will begin feed­
ing electricity into Southern Califor­
nia Edison's power grid. The prapect 
irKludes a dazzimg array of l . t I C  
mirror-Kke heliostats and a 325-foot 
to w e r to ppe d by a "ca n tra l re­
ceiver," wvhkh is akin to a caneen- 
tionai hot-water boiler. S u n l ^  re­
flected from the hekostaM heats the 
boiler, w hich produces fetifen to 
drive a turbina. A  i 
trof system keeps 
tracfcmg the sun acn 
gineers hope to p m  
watts— a retetivaly s 
enough to supply 
of about 2,500 f im ilfe . rh ifefto. 
lOO-mcgawatt sofer f M h .N M f a M  
Solar too, is planned t»4 to  fe Nfeto- 
tio n b y 1988.
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The hrH quirts appeared on a Satur­
day in late Jurw. A  deputy sheriff in 
the Moiave Desert reported an esti­
mated too of them out amonq the 
cacti. W hat they were dom g, he 
said, was eatirtg sand. ,
There was consterrwtion at first 
but it developed that no cause for 
alarm existed. The quitls were com­
pletely nonaqgressive. In fact they 
were gentle, passive, ortly moder-. 
ately inquisitive, arrd very affectioiv 
ate. And their inteWgerKe level ap­
peared to approach that of an aver­
age house cat.
That was w h at they remirtded 
most people of —  cats. They were 
about eighteen inches lor>g and 
sewn or eight inches high. They had 
crested heads and feline faces, with 
big, routKl, adorirtg eyes with VKh- 
long eyelashes: they had rto legs or 
other extremities, except for a taiMce
apperrdage which th m  curled urtder 
them tehm  artd Used l&e a spnrtg 
to boun ce -h o p  along at am az­
ing speed; they had an iridescent 
oratrge body covem g that was sort 
of like fur and sort of like feathers, 
but r«ot Hce either orte, and vehety 
to the touch.
And they Heed to be touched —  
or. m ore precisely, petted —  by 
htm iam  regardless of race, creed, 
color, or deanlirtess of hand. They 
s e e r r ^  to e r ^  that more than 
anythirtg, «Kkidirtg the irrgestion of 
saiid, dust artd smal pebbles. That 
was all they ate, too. Regular food­
stuffs ntercsted them rxM at al.
No one krtew w here they had 
come from. No one knew what they 
were doing here. Most thought they 
were alerts, creatures from artother 
w o rld . But no spaceships were 
sighted artd the quirts themselves 
sImkI rto Nght on the rrtatter. Their 
entire vocabulary consisted o f a 
sound that resembled " q u irr i,"  
which was how they got their rtame.
Representatives from the govem- 
rrtertt artd a variety of sderttists, got 
togedter to explore the phertorrte- 
non. Some of the creatures were 
taken to laboratories in those early 
days, where they were subjected to 
tests end examirtations. A  few were 
dissected in the interest of scientific 
knovrtedge, end proved urtlike ar«y- 
thing on Earth.
The appearance of the quirts was 
the primary topic of conversation 
from Portland, Maine to Portland, 
Oregon. And it was the reason why, 
in a medium-sized dty in Califonva, 
a man rramed Del Henderson met a 
woman rramed Moira Aisdrews.
The occasion of this meetir^g was 
a berrefit for the CarKer FurxJ. Hert-
derson was mirtgling, looking for an 
interesting and interestqfl member 
of the opposite sex. when he spied 
the attractive ferlhead taNdng to a 
local politico. The politico wes saying 
that the quirts —  or "little buggers," 
as he termed them —  were pests, 
aken or otherwise, artd ought to be 
exterminated before they bred Idee 
rabbits and overran the world. The 
w om an said that was ridiculous; 
they were harmless creatures and 
deserved to be treated with kindrress 
and charity.
Herxlerson stepped in and offered 
an Moquent argument in favor of 
the redhead's view.-^aithough he re- 
a ly  didn't care one way or ttte other. 
Shis seemed to approve of both him 
and his attitude toward the quirts; 
so, when the politico wandered off, 
he asked her out to dinner the fol- 
lowing evenirtg. She said yes.
O n their firirt date, and on those 
which fblowed, Heniderson learned 
that Moira, a 28-year-old owrter of a 
maternity boutique, was an old- 
fashioned maternal spirit; she liked 
children, books, chocolate-chip ice 
cream, quiet evenings at home, and 
long-term  romantic involvementt. 
And Moira learned that Henderson, 
a 3 0 -yea r-o ld  free-lance photo­
grapher, was a modem free spirit; 
he Meed hydroplane racing, gambl­
ing casinos, triple vodka martinis, 
long vacations in Acapuico and As­
pen, and short-term romantic in­
volvements. They had nothing what­
soever in common.
So, naturally, they fel in love.
While they were in the process of 
doirtg that, the truth about the quirts 
came out. They were not an alien 
fife form from another planet They 
had, in fact, been produced right 
here on earth by a 6'9” biogenticist 
named Harold "Stretch" Rabinowitz. 
From his laboratory in the Moviÿe, 
Rabinowitz had created them via re­
combinant DNA and was now pro­
ducing other varieties. The function 
of theM first quirts was to turn des­
ert sands into productive agricultur­
al land; the quirts, it seemed, had dual 
digestive syÂcms capable of break­
ing down sand into black topsoil arid 
pure water. In addition, the eggs 
which each laid at the rate of one 
per day (the quirts were hermaphro­
ditic and therefore seH-fertilizing) 
had sheBs of pure edible protein.
These facts were irwde public by 
Mike WaNaoe just prior to a 60 Min­
utes intervimv with Rabinowitz. He 
aryl his crew had tracked down the 
biogerretidst in his desert lab artd 
convirtced him to appeac 
R abinow itz had agreed readily
II';' 1
t i l .
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ertough; he had rtot arttidpated the 
furor the release of his kttlie animals 
w ould cause, and he w anted the 
world to know the truth about them.
Henderson artd Moira, meanwhile, 
corttinued to see each other. On 
their seventh date, he asked her to 
spend the night w ith  him at his 
house. She said no.
The 60 Minutes interview with 
Stretch Rabihowitz was aired. He 
was a shy but pleasant man given to 
wearing Levi's, sweatshirts, and 
srteakers at aH times, even durirtg 
the interview. He had won an athle­
tic scholarship to Stanford Urtiversity 
at the precocious age of 15, where 
he had excelied at basketball for 
four years end where he had been 
given his nidutame of Stretch. He 
did not particularly care for the 
nanre, he confided to Mike Wallace, 
but he was philosophical about its 
having become attached to him. "I 
must a d m it" he said, " it  <s margirt- 
aNy better than beirrg called Harold."
Also while at Stanford, he had 
amazed his professors in thejM ds of 
genetics, eugenics, biology, and 
biochemistty. After graduatng with 
degrees in these and related fields, 
he had annourKxd his interMion to 
solve all the world's I s  and then had 
disappeared for the next six years. 
During those six years, he had 
created the first quirts, and was in 
the process of aeatm g others at 
prese n t VMthin a few short years, he 
daimed, they would bring about not 
only global prosperity but global 
harmony as vvel.
Tw o  varieties of quirts had been 
geneticaly perfected so far. The first 
was the orartge-hued quirt (a l quirts 
were color-coded, he explained) 
which ate desert s ^ .  The seooryi 
type, peacock-blue, ate broken 
glass, em pty bottles, beer cans, 
cantfy wrappers, and produced sii- 
con aryf recycled aluminum. As with 
all quirts, these types were herma­
phroditic and self-fertilizing, repro­
duced by laying eggs (there was orre 
varietal exception) and only after 
having been petted for not Ic s  than 
twenty mimites per day —  the pet­
ting stimulated them to their utmost 
potential —  and also bred true. All 
were toilet-trairred to leave their
'. I
Lr':^
droppings in appropriate recepta­
cles.
The other quirts in various stages 
of devefopfnent. Stretch Rabirtowitz 
said, were the pale-yeHow smog 
quirl, larger than the domestic 
varieties, w hich breathed carbon 
monoxide/carbon dioxide and ex­
haled pure oi^gen; toe very large, 
bright green oil quirt which ate oil 
shale and oil sand and produced 
light sweet crude oil superior to In- 
dortesian crut^; the very, very large, 
dark-purple raustrial quirt which ate 
toxic waste, automobile tires, au­
tomobile wrecks arto other jurtk and 
produced raw rubber and metáis: 
and the very, very very large, dark- 
red desalinizing quirte which per­
petuated t h e m s e lf  by live birth 
(they resembled gigantic whales, at 
least in size), arto which drank sea 
water arto produced sweet water, as 
w e l as extracted minetab. without 
affecting the natural food chain.
Rabinowitz, in corKlusion, em ­
phasized the fact that his quirts 
would not affect any food chain of 
any fbrm of life. "N o  quirt w i  eet 
anythirtg organic," he said. "M a n • 
has dominion over all things on this 
plaitet; we must see to it that the 
natural order of Hfe is not disrupted."
After the 60 Minutes interview, 
there was little quKtion in artyone's 
mind that Rabinowitz was an eccen­
tric gertkis. Some, however, wor>- 
dered if the fine line between gertkis 
and insanity had not been crooed in 
this case. Even those more generous 
in their opirtkxt of the biogvteticisfs 
sanity refiised to believe in his "quirt 
solution." Hwtoerson was orte of the 
skeptics, and that was toe cause of 
his first major argument with Moira. 
She was an eterrtal idealist, which 
made her a believer in Rabirtowitz 
arto the quirts. So they argued, arto 
the arguntent turned heated, and 
they everttuaBy rowed never to see 
each other again.
Hertoerson caled her a week later 
arto asked her out to dirtrter. She 
said yes. That night he asked her to 
go  w ith  him to Aspen for the 
weekerto. She said no. ,
W eeks passed. The desert dontes- 
t k , and srrtog quirls, to the a v  
tortishment of the skeptics, were ac­
com plishing just w h at Stretch 
Rabinowitz had promised they 
would. The booming computer in­
dustry was paying $2.50 a pound for 
the silicon droppings of toe domestic 
quirts. Orders were coming in to 
Rabinowitz from  industrial com­
panies for this or that variety, as w e l 
as from  such exclusive firms as 
Neimar>-Marcus and Tiffany's, vvho 
wanted a special quirt which vrould 
eat coal and produce diam ortos.' 
(Such a special quirt was eventualy 
created: it prockiced flawless one- 
carat diamortos I t  the rate of one 
per month, arto was put on the quirt 
market at $1.000,095.95 each. This 
particular quirt was also sterile, as a 
safeguard against problems in the 
intemational diamond market.) So 
many orders were coming in, in fact 
that Rabinowitz was forced to irKor- 
porate under the name Stretch 
Rabinowitz, Inc. By this time 
everyone referred to him as Stretch, 
arto to his animals as Stretch's quirts.
Hertoerson broke up with Moira in 
frustration, called her again, broke 
up with her, caled her. She kept say­
ing yes, but she also kept saying no.
Months passed. A l  the major types 
of quirls were now  perfected and 
d o i ^  yeoman's duty not only in the 
United States but throughout the 
world. People were being employed 
as quirt peñers, with more and more 
needed as the artimals multiplied, 
and the unemployment problem, 
especially am oitg teenagers and 
minorities, was toon soKM . The de­
sert quirts were transformmg al of 
the great Western deserts, crops 
were being planted, and with the 
protein sheíb of the qukl eggs, the 
threat of famirte was fast disapipear- 
ing. The automotive ktoustry was 
startirtg to flourish again as wel. 
Ford, C M C , and Orrysler were 
abandoning the smal car market to 
imports arid begkinirtg to manufac­
ture gigantic gas-guzzlers again. In a 
statement to the press, Herwy Ford I 
said, "Srrtal cars mean smal bucks. 
Big cars mean big budes."
Stretch Rabkwwitz's photograph 
graced the covers of Tene, Nem- 
week. Business Mtecfo fortune and 
dozens of other publicatior«s, includ­
ing Pravda. W ith  the enormous 
amourrt of money he was titaking. 
Stretch was able to set up a major 
research facility which, because of 
his shy 6'9,” orúy employed scientists 
w ho were 6'6" or taler. To  supply 
the necessary space for this facHt/s 
laboratories and hatcheries, the 
grateful state of Califomia made 
Stretch Rabinowitz, Irte a present of 
an entire section of the Mojave
Hertoerson and Moira celebrated 
their first anniversary in typical fashion, 
ion. He asked her to please, please 
stay the rtight with him and she said 
no.
The  desalinizing quirls, all of 
which were controled, of course, by 
Stretch Rabimwitz, kK., were each 
probucing thousaitos of barrels of 
fresh water a day in the Rersian Gulf^ 
arto the Mediterrartean. Every b a r r ^  
of water was traded to OREC for a 
barrel of crude oil, which eased p ^  
troleum problerro in the West u^til 
the oil quirls could soNe them per­
manently. Desert quirts were sold 
traded to transform the Sahara and 
Middle East deserts into agricultural 
valhallas. The  DeBeer's diamond 
syndicate purchased 5,000 lime- 
green diamorto-produdng quirls (for 
5 0 %  of DeBeer-Stretch Diamond 
stock) and fed them blue day from 
South Africa, with the resuK that 
t l ^  were able to obtain flawless 
diamortos as large as the fabulous 
■CohkKXK. Even the Russians were 
forced to publicly admit the vast im-
(continued on page 16)
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Before We Put You In Charge Of The World’s 
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World’s 
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n iT E N T  m S O F F SIngenious Industry Incentives Inspire Inventors
B Y  P A U L  R O S TA
.-*7-
In the old days, it áll seemed so 
simple: a brilliant, half-crazed inven­
tor would spend months or years in 
the laboratory, perfecting the au­
tom obile, the telephone,or the 
airplane. W hen that wondrous 
gadget finally saw the light, preslol 
A  new industry, spawning a new 
way of life and gravy for aH —  includ­
ing the inventor, if he was lucky 
enough to be named Ford, Bell, or 
W right. O ther inventors were 
perhaps not so lucky, and saw the 
lion's share of the goodies go to the 
canny businessmen w ho were able 
to market the new device.
Nowadays, of course, it's another 
story. Ihstead of lone inventors (who 
were not always so lone) laboring 
independently of outside inter­
ference, there are whole armies of 
researchers under the w ings of 
major corporations. In such fields as 
energy, computers, aerospace and 
electronics, companies are playing 
for high stakes, and an inventor's 
success can mean profits for the 
corporation and prestige for the in­
ventor. How much appreciation a 
company is willing to show an inven­
tor in return is another matter, and 
depends on the corporation. Some 
companies invite their outstanding 
research scientists to share in the 
profits, and sometimes the lion's
share of the goodies still goes to the 
canny businessman who is able_to 
market the neyv device.
As a rule, the Company retains all 
rights to an employee's inventions. 
Most major corporations require 
their scientists and engineers to sign 
an agreement to disclose any thing 
developed during work hours on of­
ficial company projects. "W e're not 
interested i n ' t e  s.ki. racks people 
make on their ow n time," said an 
aerospace in d u it^  Spokesman. At 
some industrial giants, you w on't 
get much special jrvcentivejqr your 
inventions; t h ^ 'f e  all in 'a  day's 
work. As one xeron official put it, 
"That's what (hty're paid to do." Of 
course, there are so many inventions 
at some com panies that if they 
stopped to hand out a prize every 
time a patent was granted, they 
probably wouldn't have time to do 
anything else. Inverttions get to be 
pretty routine stuff at Xerox, IBM or 
Kodak. f
This doesrTt pecMisarily mean that
invention, like virtue, must be its 
own reward. Inventions do not go 
unnoticed, especially if the company 
applies for a patent on the inventor's 
behalf. At Lockheed, an employee 
gets $1(X) for a patent application. 
At McDonnell Oougjas and Rockwell 
International, the award is $200, 
and at Honeywell they give out $200 
plus a plaque. And Boeing Aero­
space awards inventors the tidy sum 
of $500 if the company applies for a 
patent
N ow , if the patent is granted, 
there may be another nugget for the 
inventor. At companies where they 
recognize patents, it means another 
cash award, and a bigger one, too, 
like $500 to $750. There may be a 
catch to all this; if the patent is for a 
group project, each member of the 
research team that developed the 
invention is not entitled to the prize. 
"If there are 200 inventors, they di­
vide it 200 ways," said a McDonnell 
Douglas spokesman. So the chances 
of inventors retiring to South
■y /'
America on patents alone are pretty 
slim. '
Some companies choose to avoid 
singling out patent holders with a 
large monetary award. At Northrop, 
the inventor is simply awarded $25 
’whether the invention gets a patent 
or not. The folks at Ford do not even 
deign to cross the palms of their bril­
liant inventors with so crass a sub­
stance as gold Anybody at the auto 
m anufacturer to w hom  the U.S. 
government awards a patent earns a 
cylindrical plastic and wood (»p e r- 
weight 3 VS inches in diameter. The 
paperweight is inscribed with the 
name of the em ployee and the 
number of the patent. And lest its 
absent-minded scientists forget the 
source of all this beneficence, the 
awards are em bedded w ith  a 
bronze-colored medallion bea'ring a 
portrait of Ford's founder standing 
before an early horseless carriage.
If an invention starts raking in 
mortey the company will occasionally 
allow the inventor to share in the 
profits. While Apple Computer has 
no specific program for rewarding 
patents, it has a comprehensive pro-v 
gram of profit sharing, bonuses, and 
stocks. At McDonnell Douglas, the 
inventor of a notably profitable de­
vice earns 30 per cent of the first 
$10,000 the device earns for the
avE
f
company, 20 per cent of the next 
$11XjO<X), and 10 per cent of all the 
profits after that. An especially pro­
ductive inventor may earn between 
$3000 and $10,000 per year from 
royalties, a M cDonnell Douglas 
spokesman said. In one outstanding 
(and possibly unique) case, an inven­
tor cleared $2 million in royalties, 
because his work made possible art 
entirely new kind of high altitude jet, 
aircraft. If Boeing d e c i ^  to sell off 
a patent to someorte else w ho can 
make nrare use of it, the inventor is 
not left entirely out in the cold. He 
receive 20 per cent of all the profits 
resulting from the sale of the rights 
to the other company.
The whole system of rewards and 
royalties for inventions could soon 
change if sponsors of a bill now in 
hearings before the House Judiciary 
Committee have their way. Should 
H R. 6635 become law, companies 
will no longer escape w ith  flat 
awards or no awards for inventions 
Ir)stead, each inventor would have 
the right to negotiate with the com 
pany over the fair market value of 
the device, and the inventor's right 
ful share of the windfall. A  special 
arbitration board at 1 ^  Patent Of­
fice will mediate any disputes be
(continued on page 18)
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MORi: riiCHNOLOiilCAL AI) \A NCl'S  1 KOAl SHAKl*.SELECTING A SC IE N T inC  CALCULATOR MADE DIFFICULT.
E L -itl. Fbnnute merve and áecbm l/ 
haoikciiod fysira a w v a ^  
iq> to 128 |m)ftini «tq». S44.91*
EL-SUwSota^powered Bitteties never 
r e t w O T A S O s g p tt if ic a n d W iiM riç d *  ■ ^  i 
junctions. S3ÄW.*
EL>aNll Hâd)l)^fe«uraS neatific
w jrti 4R ««ijifirW f ^lp^É^lti8g
notatioa AmopoweiHjÇ SIftDÍ*
EL-SM l WaUet-size progranunabk with 
dot-matrix aiphanumerictoUing display. 6 
data memories. Memory safeguard. $59.95.*
. - "«'T. X . - '
EL* 5MA Wallet-sized, with 32 scien­
tific functions p>hu built-b statisticaJ 
functions. Auto power-off. $24.95.*
B L 'ilM i Direct-forinAiaKry. Stores
Sharp has so man\' scicntitic tunctions \ o  
otlcr in Us line ot scicnntic calculators, that while 
we ma\ make it a little Jillieult It'f vou to decide 
which erne vou want, U'U can hardly po wnnip ik' 
matter which (me vou choose.
Mui can pet a Sharp scientitic with 52 lunc- 
tums. You can pet them all the way up to 61. ^du 
can even pet one that stores up to 12S pro­
pram steps and disjdavs the equation with 
Its tamiliar mathematical svmbols. instead » ^   ^
('1 a cianplex computer code. ^  ^8
.\ ulance at the calculators shown
above will tel! vou all vou need to know. It our 5( -^ 
tunction Id .-51S istcnomich.thinkabout pettinpour 
Id.-St'S.\! with its 52 scientitic tunctions. Or how 
about (Hir l6-tunction HI.-55(b scientitic printer?
W'hile Sharp ediers vou such a wide ranpe ot 
calculators that you ha\-e tc' think twice about 
which one is pertecl lor vou, we make it easier tc^ r 
\(Hi in another way; no niatter what 
department, held or course vouVe in, and 
^  no matter how abstruse the subiect matter, 
voudl tind the scientitic calculator vou 
need on this pape.
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Inventicns
« Y  S I M M !
W e live on the verge of an era of techr>ological expansion 
which wiN make the past century seem like the Dark Ages. The 
Space Shuttle. The home video explosion. Recombinant DNA. 
The har)d-held computer with built-in Modems to talk with Big 
Brothers arourvi the world. The mir>d boggles.
But for every Jenson Interceptor there are at least two Edsels. 
For every fit, trim, exhausted body emerging from a Nautilus 
torture Shop there are a dozen flabby deskworkers still trying 
to get visible results from Isometrics.
To put it bluntly, the failures outweigh the successes by a 
healthy margih. Because most techrrological dinosaurs have the 
good grace to sink quietly into the Bog of Time, many people 
have the impression that the Western World has produced an 
uninterrupted flow of marvels, unblemished by error, miscalcu­
lation, or brute stupidity.
As an educational publication, it is Beyond'i solemn duty to 
dispel these miscoTKeptions. Soberly. Sanely. Without a hint of 
a twinkle in the eyes, or the slightest trace of a guffaw in the 
back row.
The failure of a product to make it in the marketplace can be 
attributed to a number of factors:
1) The damned thing just doesn't work. (For instarKe, the 
billion-dollar Atomic airplarre idea which was finally dumped in 
the Fifties.)
2) It works, but not as well as it was hyped, thereby creating 
a customer backlash (The aforerrrentioned Isometrics, for in­
stance)
3) It has unexpected, disturbing side effects. (Thalidomide.)
4) It works just fine, but carmot firrd a market for one or 
many reasons. (The Picturephone. Surely one day its time will 
come^ but test marketing thus far has proven the average sub­
scriber too camera-shy to enjoy the idea.)
Let's take a look at some of the inventions through the ages 
that have brought headaches, grief and sometimes financial 
ruin to their developers artd users.'
Does anyorie out there remember the Edgar Allen Poe story, 
"The Premature Burial?" Well, Edgar was playing on a popular 
fear of his time as surely as Stephen King now plays on modern 
paranoias. In the middle and late 1800's, there was a flurry of 
panic about catatonia and other paralytic states that might 
cause one to be interred before one's time. To respond to this 
'-need, inventers took out more than a dozen patents for Prema­
ture Burial alarms, which were, for a short while, quite the 
rage.
Arwther invention killed them, however. It tcx> was adver­
tized as a "sure cute for premature burial." It was called Em­
balming.
In the early 1900s, tlw Stanley Steamer caused quite a stir. 
Powered by kerosene arid water vapor, it broke the lar>d speed 
record, clocking in at 127.66 mph in 1906 Despite their effi­
ciency and speed, steam powered cars had some problems 
which rteeded to be ironed out —  and which resuRed in their 
being superceded by the gasoline, internal-combustion ertgine. 
R>L Gibbs, President of the Steam Auto Club of America, Inc., 
says, "Steam erìgine cars burned vaporized fuel, and had a 
pilot light which had to be lit from an exterior heating device 
like a blowtorch or a wkk. They then heated kerosene or 
gasoline for the main burner. Part of the problem was the tiny 
orifice where the vapor was jetted into the main combustion 
chamber. This could be clogged with a chunk of carbon."
There were other problems, too— it would take from twenty 
to thirty minutes for the water to heat sufficiently to start mov­
ing. In cold weather, you had to protect the ^ k l e ,  or the 
water might actually freeze
.In addition, many people were afraid of the iKessures in­
volved with the boiler— arournf 600 lbs psi This was in spite of 
the fact that no orie was ever known to have been hurt by the 
explosion of a steam automobile's boiler. "Today," Gibbs con­
cluded, "w e  have most of these problems haridled. On some 
models it takes only 60 seconds to heat up the water to the 
point that you can begin to move." Gibbs' organization hopes 
to reacquaint the public with the unique potential of these for­
gotten vehicles.
The Roaring Twenties saw the emergence of another, 
somewhat jollier invention: Lydia Pinkham's Vegetabte Com ­
pound for fem inine fatigue. This was back before the Pure 
Food and Drug Act, when Coca-Cola actually was "The Real 
Thing." Ms. ñnkham's concoction of 60 proof alcohol ar>d 
opium was said to cure coke, anemia, hyperactivity, arid ner­
vous symptoms in gerieral. Their motto was " A  baby in every 
bottle," no doubt a refererKe to the Compound's claim to cure
Wherein writer Barnes taki 
liberties w ith the word "Inirerh 
don/* and digresses Into as/sorted 
diatribes on drugs , arnl 
vkleodlsks, among others.
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The Sprue» Gooee (aitowm)  and the Stmnlef Stmenter
(beiow): tveo faStied flofM  In  t f w  eotorfed M f t o r y  
ot In v e n tio n s . (A dramatl»atlon.)
sexual dysfurxtion.
It was a great favorite of the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union, aiHi it is a safe bet that after a hard day of campaigning 
against the horrors of alcohol, the ladies would go home and 
knock back a few belts of their favorite medicine Few of them 
realized that they were addicted It is well kr>own, however, 
that it was ¿omnrron for them to defer their mortgage pay­
ments until they could get their cases of Pinkham's tonic. 
When the Pure Food and Drug Act passed, the opium was re­
moved and the alcoholic content disclosed Hurrdreds of W CTU 
ladies went through opium withdrawal ar>d D .Ts.
There's urxioubtedly a moral here somewhere . .
In the 1940's Hitler was marching in Europe and Africa. 
Metal was scarce, so Howard Hughes convirKed the defense 
department that the ideal solution to both problems was to 
build a plane made out of wood.
Made largely of plywood, the Spruce Goose was bom. The 
plywood airplane was the largest plarte ever built, and would 
have carried 750 troops. It only flew orKe: Hughes had orders 
to run it across the waters of Lor^g Beach without a take off. 
Afterward he told the Congressional witnesses that he couldn't 
hold rt down. It was never mass produced, and never used 
again, but it still exists. The City of Lor>g Beach hopes to turn it 
into a tourist attraction like the Queen Mary.
"H o w  about a couple of Miltown?" was a standard joke in 
1950's era E.C. comic books, and a more tasteless jest never 
came out of M ad  magazine.
Miltown was one of a family of drugs called Meprobamates 
(such as Soma). It affects the hypothalamus, causmg hormonal 
changes Women's voices deepened, men lost their beards. 
Much more importantly, the Meprobamates are the most phys­
ically addictive class of drugs. Heroin, in comparison, is 8th on 
the list.
A  typical dosage was 250 to 300 mg, three times a day. 
there was one big problem: tolerance develops within 72 
hours, and the dosage had to increa% for this "mild sedative" 
to be effective. When the dosage hit 600-900 mg within a 
24-hour period, one developed significant loss of logical facul­
ties. Physical addiction began at 2400 mg/day, a dosage which 
was reached within a few weeks. At 3600 mg/day withdrawal 
included haHudnation, coma, artd life-threatening seizure.
How life-threatening? One woman who went through with­
drawal in the hospital under full medical supervision and re­
straint lived, but her seizures broke all of the bortes in her arms 
and legs, dislocated her back artd aacked her pelvis.
While on the subject of medkirte, we should mention the 
non-prescription diet aid. A  look though the pages of any 
mass-market tabloid will find a wealth of these "Scientific 
Miracles," promising weight loss without work and/or without 
cutting b a ^  on food intake —  everything from expandirtg cel­
lulose tablets (w hkh are margirtally useful, helping you to feH 
"full" before you are) and the kind of vibrating pads w hkh are 
a physiologist's nightmare —  the ones w hkh claim to "break 
up cellulite deposits," or "wash away fatty tissue "
There are even more interesting ortes, like the legertdary diet 
tablets sold on a popular teenybopper TV show of the Fifties, 
which supposedly contairted donnant tapeworms. The story 
may be apochryphal, but the message is dear: there will never 
be an end to the "heat tablets," "starch blockers," elec­
troshock muscle stimulators, whirlpool massages, arxJ aH of the 
other props w hkh allow people the comfortable illusion that 
they are "doing something" about their weight problems.
As we move into the Sixties, we woqld be remiss not to 
ntention the BeH Rocket Belt, ortce thought to be the ultimate 
solution to Infantry transport in the military.
Developed by BeH A eros^em s in 1961, it had a tiny problem 
—  it could only rerrtain airborne for 2 l secortds. As a result, its 
primary use has been as a crowd-pleaser at country fairs, artd 
as a special effect on Lost in Space artd the James Bortd movie 
ThunderbaH.
(continued on page 18)
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“ I am a scientist." he told me. "T o  be precise, I 
used to be a scientist, before —  "  he wig­
gled his eyebrows "  —  my a c d ^ t . '^ T h e  in­
truder, swaddled in an amorphous, smudged 
gray doak, hiked himself up onto the stool be­
side mine and eyed my egg salad sandwich. 
"But before I show you the results of (hat my 
friertd, you must hew my tale."
This hissing stranger wasn't orte of the regu­
lar luTKhtime crowd at Angelo’s, but the place 
was pretty empty; I ordered us two cups of 
coffee and listened, r
" I worked for Bell Telephone, see, in Re­
search and Development You've seen my work 
— I did the Mickey Mouse desk phone a ^  the 
busy signal. Both popular items, but sm al 
potatoes, believe me.
"Sitting arourtd the lab one day, I had this 
idea that I knew would absolutely revolutionize 
the telephone business and plunge society 
ahead by a mition miles. I a l »  saw a hefty 
bonus in i t  iiKidentally. This was the idea; 
Telephone Teleportation. I figured that when 
the railroads screwed up. the airlines came in 
and took over, correct? O f course. So, skKe the 
airlirtes had blown K, the time seemed right for 
Ma Ben to jump in and start sendiitg people 
from one spot to another over the phone 
lirtes." He squinted like a demon. "N o  kid- 
ding."
He grabbed my arm. "N o w  bsten carefully. 
This isn't an easy corKept for a layman to 
grasp. I should know, as you'l firtd out.
"N ow , every atom in your body, in this for­
mica counter, in this cup of coffee," he jiggled 
his and spiled R, "is vibrating a l the time. Just 
like a little tuning fork." He banged his spoon 
against the counter and held it to his ear. "M y  
God, it's musk. Anyway, I rigged up this little 
circuit that converted the microphone of an 
ordirtary pay phOM  into a receiver for those \R- 
bratiom. I raised its frequency resportse, see, by 
a factor of a bilion."
He stuck out his arms, trembling like an 
evartgekst. "It could hear you dbrating around 
while you stood there, a r^  then it could c o ^  
vert tlK>se vibration s into a stream of d a c- 
trons." He slapped the counter w ith  both 
hands. "W h o o s h I Y o u ’d be shooting like 
sparks, from here to deveiand." W e blinked at 
e ^  other.
"W h a t a ntoney m aker this w ill be, I 
thought. Instead of five bucks for a three- 
minute long-dlstarKC ca l, they’d p u l in a 
couple hundred for a tert-second teleixjrt. Hop 
in, dial the number of a booth in deveiand, 
give your credit card number, and— Bahgol —  
you're there. No baggaM  w eight Mmib. no 
nothing. Take a l the stuff you can cram into 
the booth.
"So I fitted the circuits n to  booths at cither 
end of the block our buildmg was in. wA  I 
cobbled up a little override switch that put the 
signal into the system. Easy as pie. I used to go 
down there at night and zoom back arsd forth 
from  one booth to  the other, lo m e  kids 
spgtted m e and asked (I was wearirtg m y 
glaeaes) if I was dark Kant Tve got to adm it it 
werN to m y head for a M le  w h ie ."  Hb  eyes
"A nyw ay, I was finally ready for the big pre­
sentation. I took Snyderman, my manager, 
down to the street and told him he was a b ^  
to  see somethmg that he wouldn’t believe." 
His eyebrows jumped. I could have guessed 
that Snyderman would have had his doubts. 
"H e stood outside the booth while I put in my 
dime artd pushed the buttons.
"D o  yo u  know  what happened? Do you 
know ^ « a t  I did?" He stared at me until I said 
no. "W hat happened was that I was so excited 
I dialed the wrong number. I cated hom e." He 
poked my chest. "Can you believe it? A  briliant 
idea, a l that work, Snyderman standirtg there 
chewing Ns lip like he docsi, artd I cal home.
"You can thartk God my wife wasn't home 
to answer the phone, or Td h a w  spiled out a l 
over her. Td have stuck to the walls like a bal­
loon at a party, I te l you, and that would have 
been the end of it." He shivered.
"But Snyderman brought me back. He got in 
the booth and jiggled the disconrtect lever until 
my dime came b ^ ,  and then he called the 
operator. In a flash I materialzed right there in 
the booth with him, mexe or less." He leered. 
"I say 'more or less,' you urtderstand." He 
leaned dose; he smcled awful. I began to sus­
pect that hh wife was strictly imagirrary.
"Td  been floating around in the system for a 
couple of minutes, and my sigrtal had begun to 
deteriorate. When I e m e r ^ ,  I was just a little 
bit mixed u p — if you get my drift."
He threw open his cloak, spun arourfo on 
the stool, and thrust his legs out. He wore orte 
terwtis shoe, ortc penny loafer. "See? Tw o left 
feetl How can I take my wife darKirtg with two 
left feet? How can I buy shoes?" He srtatched 
my arm ar>d held on. "And that's not al. Tm 
missirtg my navd." I refused to look, arvi wres­
tled my arm free.
y 'W e i ,  Snyderman was aghast. He fired me 
on the spot and threw the circuits down a 
storm sewer. I thought t was ruined."
He sat quietly for a micHite, rubbing his jaw, 
tiymg to remember the end of the story. -^'But 
Tm  notl No sir, Tm  notl I have a little informa­
tion that the medkal community wM be very 
interested to hear. (You're rtot a doctor, are 
you?) Anyway, listen to this." He bent over on 
m y shoulder, his w hisper conspiratorial. 
'Somewhere out there in the phone lines, float- 
irtg arourtd waitirtg to spil a l over somebody's 
ear, is m y appendix. W hat a leap for man- 
kindl"
He winked slowly and deliriously, slid off the 
stool, gathered his cloak about himself, and 
was gone. I paid for the sandwich and the cof­
fee, arxf then I left too.
Jon H. Clinch is an arSertising and public re­
lations writer in Quakertown, A4. His hum or­
ous essays have appeared in Advertising Age, 
but his favorite recent project is the comple­
tion, with his wife Wertdy, of a daughter, 
Emi^.
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ProvideTne Space.
I f your goal is to 90 as for as you can into the fasdnatins field of aerospace technoiosy, 
youli find yourself w ay out in front at Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Conipany in Sunnyvale
O ur work could invoMe you with many of the 
nation's most sophisticated and ambitious 
proiccts. Am ong these youH find the Fleet 
BaMstic Missile Prograrrv NASA's Space Tele­
scopy and over^the'fKitlzon target acquisllion 
systene,
In addition to our heavy invoNement with 
maior prpiecty Lockheed Missiles & Space 
offers cxceptionol proyam s to ftjrther your 
educatkxt FOr exaniple, our tuition reimburse­
ment program may a lo w  you to take graduate 
courses at several nearby universities YouH 
also find kvhouse educational opportunities 
marry of \Miich arc yaduate  leval audit courses 
viatheTVnebwxkftom StanfordLTakingarharr- 
tage of these proyam s can help lead to  career 
opportunities in virtuaify any area you wish. 
Arcassuch as: ^ I
BE And Fliyiics M glon
Circuit desiyr (analog arrd dlgKaO, communica­
tions syNcrry guidance arrd controi command 
arrd control anterwras many ttlcroproccssor 
appicatiorrs microwave systems and com po- 
rrents electro-optics serrsor systems signal 
processing image processing syrtems test and 
inteyafiorv IF  systems  teJemetiy systems radar, 
electromagnetics ana rcaaoaicy.
M E a n d A E M i ^
Design and/or analysis kTvolving mechanical 
design (ranging ffom smal scale packaging to 
large scale missMe handnig equipment), ad­
vanced composites structural analysis structural 
dynamics vibro-acoustics aerodynamics hy­
drodynamics mechanisms/separation analysis 
mass properties thermodynamics heat transfer, 
arxi io a d i
Sdcncc and Madges
IM SCs Data Systems Engineering offers unpar- 
aleied opportunities to data sjotems graduates:
•Maior new developm ent p ro y ams Involving 
muMpie V A )(s array processors many POP 
models from 11/70 to LS111/Si3, micropro­
cessors and high speed intercorwiects.
• Numerous orvgoing programs 
•Outstanding pro fessional environment gMng
exposure to a variety of sofhvarc engineering 
techniques and tools such as:
• Entry, update and publication of spedflea-
t k )^  using fUN screen editors and docu­
ment formatting utilities (e .g , PMfB.)
• Use of Program Design Language (POU to 
describe system desiga
•Automatic requirements tracing system.
• Automatic Test result comparators for vaNda-
tioa
•New4341 and VAX computer center dedk:a(- 
ed to  supporting advanced design studes 
and proposals^ ^
Careers are avnHabte in Software A  Software« 
Tes^ Signal Processing System Software Devel- 
oprnen^-Spacecraft Command System^ Com- 
inand Control A  Communication^ and Software 
Design and Proyam m ing
Lockheed  is also completely redesigning its 
administrative com puter applications for finan­
cial manufacturing errgineerin g  procurem ent 
and logistics into an integrated data base 
system using IMS/VS in a D6/DC environment on 
an IBM 3033. If you are interested in becoming 
a member of a highly skWed team involved in 
the topdow n desiyi and developm ent of an 
admInittfatMe data base erMronmen^ Lockheed 
has a position for yo u  W e are looking for 
com puter td e rK e  graduates vath experieryce 
o r an taiterest in BM 's IMS logical o r physical 
data base desiyv data administration o r DB/DC 
programmiryg .
I f you are in the above malors and w ould like to start at the forefrortt of your flek^ please 
stop b y w hen w e visit your campus this fML If 
w e're not vWting your campus o r if you're 
unable to  sign up for an interview, please 
forward your resume and list of courses for 
immediate response ta  College Reiatiorys, Em­
ployment Department 3S4-0962, Lockheed 
Missiles A Space Comparyy, kyc, P.O. Box 504, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
I
We are an equal opportunity, afflmyative action 
employer. U.S. citizenship is required.
\
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portance of the quiris and to begin 
dickering with Stretch Rabinowitz, 
Inc. for Soviet import, rights.
The world ecorKxny continued to 
boom . Production doubled, and 
doubled again; in the Urtited States, 
it was operating at 103% of capa­
city. As Stretch pointed out in a 
ntedia interview, "The basic problem 
of the world is not overpopulation 
but underconsum ption. W e 've  
solved that problem here in the U.S. 
It won't be long before we solve it 
everywhere. I am not a consumer 
advc^te . I am a customer advocate. 
People without money are minimal 
producers and negligible'consumers. 
People with money are customers. 
Therefore, this be our motto, this be 
our creed: Every Man, Woman, and 
Child a Paying Customer! The busi­
ness of the world is business —  and 
business needs customers." He then 
went on to propose a worldwide 
m inim um  w age of $11.11, or its 
equivalent, per hour.
Every household on Earth, K was 
protected, would own at least or>e 
domestic quirl within six months. 
Meanwhile, there was a lively busi­
ness in selling and trading the small­
er dorpestics; they made excellent 
pets and got alor>g well with cats 
artd dogs. They were also very good 
w ith  children, placidly allowing 
themselves to  be picked up and 
cuddled and/or mauled. *
In desperation, Henderson asked 
Moira to fly to Rome with him, all 
expenses paid, for two weeks while 
he was on a photography assign- 
m eht involving, as it happerted, 
quirts. She said no
As the ettd of artother fiscal year 
approached. Stretch Rabinowitz. Inc. 
grossed $7.1 billion and rretted 
$6,999 biiion —  the richest corpora­
tion in the work), so rich that Stretch 
turned alt his profits over to the 
Stretch Rabinwotz Foundation to 
fund research projects looking for
cures for carKer and other diseases; 
he refused to take more than $60 
per week for his ow n persorsal ex­
penses. He also wrote a book, with­
out the help of a professiortal writer, 
about his life and his quirl research. 
It became an instant bestseller and 
Sold more copies worldwide than 
any other book except the Bible. It 
did not receive a single negative re­
view, a fact unheard of in the entire 
history of literary criticism.
When Henderson got back from 
Rome, he bought two peacock-blue 
domestic quiris. Then he called 
Moira and told her about his new 
pets. She came right over to see 
them. It was a very ternler scene —  
Henderson and Moira and the two 
quirts that were, he said modestly, 
orphans he had saved from certain 
death by drowning in the stream 
behind his house (This was not so ‘ 
farfetched as it might seem. Even 
though most quiris were owrred or 
controlled, a few would occasionally 
develop a kind of quirlish wanderlust 
and strike out on their own, to even­
tually be snapped up by pet lovers or 
speculators. There were even cases 
of diamortd-producing quiris being 
abducted and held for ransom.)
Henderson waited until the right 
psychological m om ent; then he 
asked Moira to move in with him 
and the quiris, just the four of them 
living together in unwedded bliss.
"N o ,"  she said
Understandably, Henderson was 
very upset. "W hat am I going to do 
with these quiris, then? I don't want 
them laying their eggs and overrun- 
niftg my house with babies."
"W h y  don 't you have them de- 
sexed?" Moira suggested.
"That's exactly the kind of answer 
I'd expect from yo u ,"  Henderson 
said, but only later ar>d only to him­
self.
T w o  more months passed. The 
face of the globe was attractive 
again, w ithout pollution or litter. 
Every desert had been irrigated arsd 
turned into a garden produdng food 
efKMigh to  feed everyone gener­
ously. There were huge popideborv 
shifts (sonte previously poor coun­
tries w ere  advertising fo r im m i­
grants); 160 hectares of land was 
beirtg promised for everyorte in the 
near future. A s a resuft of the aburt- 
dance of silicon and a lower cost of 
m a c  production In at irtdustry. dm  
Western nations — artd some cd the 
East Bhxh and Third World countries 
as well —  were flooded with auto­
matic housecfeaneis, "autOAwdc 
chefs," sohd-stam TVs. miniaHdaad 
language translators, and so oiv
The  U.S., Raly, and Israel, amanf 
’■ other natiorw ^  off their nadonal
OSDv W  OHneV OTr
The price o f goM  and silver was 
pegged at $3S an ourtce, and thè. 
w h S c  world was now  o n  the goW 
standard. (Th e  U .S . also rpcodl- 
matKed minting sèver coins.) Every 
country had a favorable baianor of 
trade. A n d  prices wore roHed back to  
the 1967 level.
Three English words were knonm 
unwcrsally; Stretch, Rabàwwitz, and 
quirt. Stretch himself w as being 
compared to  a t  the great m en of 
.history, and had it been possibles 
woutd n o  dbutl IWoc been nonè- 
naied fbr sainthaod. For ha lta< '
ing aN the i r u ^  Ms of the world; 
humans and quiris were completely 
integrated and Kvirtg together in per­
fect harmony.
Henderson wanted to live in per­
fect harmony too. Ar>d so at last he 
girded himself and asked Moira to 
move in with him and the two quiris, 
just the four of them living together 
in wedded bliss.
She said, "Yes."
And kissed him, called darl­
ing, tok) him she had lots of prepa­
rations to make, kissed him again, 
patted the two quiris on their little 
heads, smiled radiantly, and left.
One of the quiris txiunce-hopped 
onto his lap. R,gazed up at him in an 
adorirtg way, said, "QuirrI, quirri," 
contentedly, and nuzzled under his 
chin. Henderson smiled an absent 
smile and stroked its velvety body.
' T w o  m onths later. Stretch 
Rabinowitz was awarded the Nobel 
Prizes in Chemistry, Physics, Medi­
cine, Econom ics, Literature and 
Peace.
W hen he accepted these laure­
ates, he was wearing, as a gift of the 
Swedish government, the tuxedo of 
King Gustavus Adolphus VI (1882- 
1973), who had also been 6'9" tall. 
The entire text of Stretch's accep- 
tarree speech was;
"This is the most unusual day of 
my life. Tve never been out of my 
srteakers and jeans and into a Kirtg's 
tux."
Qn that same day, an ocean and a 
continent away, Henderson said, 
"This is the weirdest day of my We—  
Fve trever been out of my Guccis 
and Pueds ar>d into a rertted yeHow 
tuxedo before," as he and Moira 
Andrews became husband and wife.
Nirre months later, after history's 
first global refererKium, Stretch 
Rabinowitz was pronounced Father 
of Quirts.
"This is just the beginning," said 
the U  N. Secretary General. "Y o u  
wW have many, many more honors."
"Yes, sir," Stretch said humbly.
A t the same time, in Cabfomia. 
Del Hendersort w as pronounced 
father of giris.
"Only triplets— but this is just the 
beginning," M oira saM. " W e  will 
h a w  many, many babies."
"Y e s , d e a r ,"  Henderson said 
rHimWy.
Ml dM ^of selwljppif
O n ^  ten per cent a f H L  Gold’s 
7 tmKon published and broadcast 
mads are science M en, but they 
indude ‘Trouble vNtb W M e '."  “The 
Men mih ingish.“ “The.&egKphr 
hefetl^ and many other daSks. 
Oitnyilheimslacdeimeddfthe - 
doeerd of magednes Pie'i'edhed, 
was ate the most wfdl^ read. His 
single urthiMed arrdation: ‘TdgNe 
my right atm to be ambtdBOrousr i d  Hamini a nathe Cadbmian, 
has mdffen 2S noueh, most of them 
myaetyfsusperae, one sdence fk - 
tion and rare mairutieam (the Cjtm- 
tas&a He, adthadumnist tack An­
derson!. He hes also written 250 
short stories, artides and essays and 
Or CD"#BRW rO «nlflOMO^CS Or 
»an<* fkliorv /ii)s(ciy/su9criM> 
atai fa/tdmdihBaor. simHkrdadtidr 
fiawi bam  M k -cd dm^dandi O b b
r\
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Firtally, the Arizona Public Service' 
Co. is scheduled soon to go on line 
with a 22S-kilowatt photovoltaic sys­
tem along Phoenix's Sky Harbor Air­
port The facility wiH f ^  s u ^ ie n t  
electricity into the area's povwr |rid 
to meet a substantial'percentagi of 
power requiremerrts at the aqpo t.
THE JERK FINDER ;
For those of you out there prone to 
calling in during radio talk shows to 
scream obscenities, lambast the d.j 
or simply spout the latest intergalac- 
tic plot to take over the universe —  
let this be a warning Your days of 
airing your craziness are nearing an 
qnd, thanks to a (oh no, not another 
ône) computer.
The  com puter-based caller- 
selection process, known commer­
cially as the "electronic producer," is 
rrrore lovingly referred to by radio 
folks as "the jerk finder."
Here's how it works: A  Commo­
dore VIC-20 microcomputer allows 
the person taking the calls to record 
certafn descriptive information about 
the caller —  for example, first name, 
address, age, topic of discussion —  
and this information is passed to the 
d.j. conducting the talk shoVr, before 
he picks up the phone. Artful dod­
gers can still slip by the system, but 
the few stabons using the process 
report that it helps screert out some 
of the real jokers.
HOW 'S TH A T AG AM 7
If the rock cortcerts, headphones, 
jackhammers, low-flying Jms and 
other com m only occurring 
noisemakers have you stuffing your 
fingers (or m ore exotic forms o f 
stoppers) into your ears w itho ut 
m u d ) relief, a solution may be at 
hand (or is that ear 7^
A  brartd of Canadian ear plugs re­
cently introduced into the U.S. is 
made from  cotton, oils, arnl wax 
that have been m o t M . cooked, and 
cooled to produce a c^irtder about 
the size of a dgarelte butt (just in 
case you've ever stuffed a oo«jple of 
those in your cars before).
The kfea behind the "Hear Saver" 
is that edren inserted in the outer 
cartel of the ear, body beat and ear- 
wax mold them to the enact con­
tours of the user's ear. W hereas 
most ear plugs reduce loud noise by 
dbout IS  dedbefs, the Hear Saver 
proyidcs 24 decibels of reduction.
Cotopulers can be light oe ufong. 
b u t can they b e  good or bad? A p ­
parently soshe of- the rtalion's .col­
leges think so, and arc offering such' 
courses as "M o ra l Issues in Com­
puter Sdance" and "Ethical and So­
da! Impact of Computing."
"T o  be literate, shidm ts have to 
know how computers affect them as 
human beings." says a professor at 
Rensselaer Polyiechnic tostHitte, 
which began a compufer etbks dass 
in 196T. A  simNpr course a t O M  
MWihji driaas boo Slid» 
rpiestions as whafs to
, hnf i f a j  IKrr«*
blame if a computer causes a disas 
ter.
A  professor at Illinois Institute of 
Technology reports that his com­
puter ethics course draws some 
com puter-industry employees. 
M eanw hile, Dartm outh College, 
which will offer such a course this 
year, requires computer science mas­
ter's candidates to ponder the mor­
als gf bits and bytes.
The sensitive moral and ethical 
questions involved in such course of­
ferings leave some doubt as to 
whether the whole idea is a good or 
bad one. We're running it through 
our computers now, and we'll let 
you know what it thinks.
SUPERCOMPUTER
MOVIEMAKER
It's called the Cray X-MP/22 super­
computer, arid it's valued at $12.6 
million. But you may soon see its 
handiwork for a mere $5 at your 
local movie theater.
The supercomputer, developed by 
Cray Research, Inc., Minneapolis, has 
been leased to Digital Productions, a 
Los Angeles-based hi-tech nrovie- 
maker. The company specializes in 
aeating high-quaity, h i^resohition  
film images for tfw enlertainmefit. 
industrial, and scientific c o m ­
munities, usmg a process caNed "dig­
ital scene simulation."
Digital has developert software 
programs that allow the Cray super­
computer to generate realistic im­
ages and special effects on film, 
such as those emptoyed in WaR Da­
ncy's Tmn. In fact, DigRaFs founders 
and principals, John IMwtoey Jr. and 
Gary Dcnrws, received screen credils 
tor their tolas m shaping toe use of 
digital scene simulaiion in Tmn.
A  growing , number of coMgas are 
taking to  the printing press as a 
means o f gettin g  theit research 
new s into circulation, a M h o u ^  
they're  also a glossy pitch for 
money.
Tha University of Texas ai Austtow 
for instanoe, pufabtoes a  quarterly 
Jouinol named Disaamty.' R"s fi«e 
dreutation vmb recently boosted to  
8,000 from 3,000 by ktcrcaaing the 
number of rtenatioivprone fouttda- 
tionsonthemaiingfst. Penn Stale's 
h u a r dt/M n  States, sent quarterly 
to about 9,000 readers, hopies to at- 
tiact taadty and students, as wel as 
doláis.
tut i n de your comments, 
Ofánkars arai Mbrmdkar. Send 
your htsers to Input, tSêOHerth 
Mine. Sum 9ûd HoÊyunedL 
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Pictured above are the rock start selected by flatboy readers as the best in their categories in last 
year’s Playboy Music PoU. (How many o f them can you identify?) More importantly, can you guess who 
Ahk year’s sdectkms will be?
For a full w  o f nominees, a mad-in ballot, and a chance to make your vote count in this year’s poU, ' 
out the November issue c i playboy at newsstands now. Abo in thb issue: Should College 
Athletics Be Abolished?, a &r-out interview with Frank and Moon Unit Zappa, the beautiful ex-new t o f 
Braniff, plus lots more. Don’t miss November PLAYBOY.
*\ I-
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tween inventor employer. In 
other words, hot inventors may soon 
have bargainirtg clout akin to that of 
an N f l  f rw  agent.
Needless to say, the prospect of 
paying scientists for inventions 
above artd beyond their salaries has 
some people in industry aflutter. As» 
^one.source in the aerospace irrdustry 
put it, "W hat should I hire some­
body and pay him for an invention 
when I'm already paying his salary?" 
With so marry inventions coming out 
of Arrrerkan laboratories, arrd with 
Americans so fond of taking their 
disputes to court, there are also 
fears that disputes over the value of 
inventions will tie up the Patent Of­
fice for years. "They're talkirrg about 
one arbitrations board, but if this 
law goes'into effect you'll have to 
have a board for every company." 
Rather than battle its own employ­
ees over their inventions, and pay 
them exorbiUntly, the source added, 
many companies m ight look 
elsewhere (to outside consulting 
firms perhaps) for the bulk of their 
research
Supporters of HR 6635 doubt that 
passage will cause such dramatic ef­
fects and are suspicious of industry 
motives "O f course the edrporations 
don't want the law," said a counsel 
to the House Judiciary committee '  
"They don't want to give-an inch if 
they don't have to." Many of the 
world's industrialized nations (En­
gland, France, Germany, Sweden 
and Japan) have had a law like this 
for many years, "and the world isrv't 
coming to an end ," the Judiciary 
Com m ittee lawyer added. In any 
case, the major research and devel­
opment firms w on't have to worry 
just yet. The bill allowing inventors 
to negotiate the value of their inven­
tions is only one of more than 3(X) 
bills pending before the Judiciary 
Committee at this writing.
Even if HR 6635 does become 
law, corporations will probably con­
tinue to generously reward inventors 
w ho made exceptional contribu- 
tiorts. General Motors gives out only 
orte company-wide award for pat­
ents aruf inventions ech year, but it's 
a nice one. Between ten ar>d twenty 
of GM 's scientists and ertgir>eers win 
the coveted Ketterirtg Award, worth 
$5(X)0 to each winner. To coirKide 
with the Patent Office's Natkxwl In­
ventors Week each February, Boeirrg 
Aerospace makes a harxlful of spe­
cial awards, rangirrg from $5000 to 
$10,000. Honeyw ell offers the 
Sweatt awards, honoring not the 
company's perspirirtg computer ma- 
vens but its honorable founder, 
Harry W  Sweatt. Around forty lucky 
winners each year go on an all­
expense-paid trip, w o rth  up to 
$2,500 Just to make sure HoneyweN 
gets its morrey's worth, the trip isn't 
a ll fun and gam es; the Sweatt 
award wtnrrers take a junket to their 
favorite technical confererKe. (We 
can only hope that these dedicated 
scientists discover that the confer­
erKe in question just happeris to be 
in H onolulu or Berm uda.) The 
Sweatt award also carries $350 with 
it for the genius' loitg-sufferirtg hus- 
barnf or wife. "W e  think the spouse 
should get something out of it ,"
says a Horteywek spokesperson.
There may also be some less tan­
gible recognition for an invpntor. At 
Texas Instruments, there's a hier­
archy of Fellows wfose status equals 
that of top executives and whose 
names are listed in the annual re­
port. Sometimes the prestige of 
making an important discovery out­
weighs even the greatest financial 
rewards. "People are usually inter­
ested in recognition as much as re­
num eration," said a Texas Instru­
ments spokesman. " A  lot of them 
would rather work in their labs than 
go  on cruises." Depending on 
whose lab you work in. it rnight ac­
tually be more fun than sailing the 
deep blue sea. As a spokesman from 
Mattel put it, "H o w  many of us get 
the opportunity to p l ^  with games 
aM day and make a living at it?"
im ars to w  uko si nvomon?
■V MUN. NOSTA.
With inventions constantly pouring forth from the nation's research labs, it 
certainly seems as if scientists'srteak into the laboratory at all hours to play 
with their sophisticated "toys." Most inventors aren't engaged in creating 
new variations on Pac-Man, though, but work in slightly more straight-laced 
fields like computers, energy'and aerodyrtamics. Even people in the irKfustry 
sometimes have a hard time keepirtg up with the latest developments, artd 
figuring out which new inventions are most important. "W hen people ask 
me, 'What's your latest invention?' I say, 'This week's or last week's?'" 
cracks a rather bewildered spokesperson ^  Hewlett-Packard. This probably 
helps explain why people sometimes demur when asked to single out orte of 
a company's more recent achievements; something else may come along 
tomorrow,-
Companies acen't always shy about revealing their latest wonders. At 
Honeywell, they take pride in a superduper chip that can hold 450,(XX) tran­
sistors. A  1 ^  spectacular Honeywell invention, from their Visitronics group in 
Denver, was recently reported in High Technology magazine (as were sub­
sequent examples in this sectiofi). Visitronics developed a system that focuses 
a single lens reflex cannera autontatically, thanks to the aid of a special sensor 
chip.
Just as the computer companies inch over into electronics, we find the 
electronics companies in sligMIy unexpected areas. At Texas Instruments, th e ' 
man w ho brought you the integrated circuit. Jack S. Kilby, inspired a project 
that combines a photovoltaic collector and a fuel cell. Because of a novel 
combination of h ^ro g e n  and bromine, the fuel Cell produces more electro­
lyte on each rourtd. As a result, the device collects sunlight artd prodtkes 
electricity, with nary a loss in between And while we're on the subject of al­
ternate energy sources, Amoco's researchers have invented a catalyst that 
transforms crude, low-grade shale oil into refined, top-grade fuel oil in one 
fell swoop AnDoco's device may help renew interest in now-dorrrtant syn­
thetic fuels development.
Some of the more imaginative inventions are far afield from the company's 
main product line Fluid mechanics research at McDonnell Douglas yielded a 
device that can perform mkrbbiological tests on astronauts deep in space 
It's not likely that the ingenious electrophoresis system will find immediate 
use for its original purpose, which was to accompany American astronauts 
on NASA's abandoned Man to Mars program. The aerospace engineering 
company is also developing a p r o t o t ^  laser gyro, which may someday 
make mechanical gyros used in aeronautical navigation obsolete. Often in­
ventions are refinements of already existing systems, but occasionally old sys­
tems will be applied to new devices with surprising results. George Bowley, 
who tinkers with guitars when he's not directing fiber optics research at 
Dynamic Systems in Virginia, decided to mix business with pleasure, and 
came up with the world's first fiber optics guitar which uses a photodetector 
instead of magnetic pickups. The photodetector picks up the light emitted 
from a diode at the other end of the fiber string, and senses the light emis­
sions when the string vibrates The amount of light varies with the vibrations 
of the fiber string, and the light signals are converted back into sound
Even if you're not a researcher for a major corporation, there is stiN a 
theoretical chance that you can slip an invention in through the back door 
Not, however, if you're one of those inventors who approach McDonnell 
Douglas and others with devices to gas hijackers or stab them in their seats. 
Still, the company continues to read outside suggestions, outlandish as they 
may be
vyhile companies will continue to provide incentives for talented and am­
bitious inventors, people in the industry Nke to point out that inventors are 
not the sole reason for a big corporation's existence. The business of Ameri­
ca's research and development laboratories is still business, as Calvin 
Cookdge would have been delighted to discover "The invention is just one 
small item in the process." said a spokesperson for McDonrtell Douglas "If 
the salesman can't sell it, or the guy in p ^ u c t io n  can't nsake it  it doesn't 
mean anythmg "  Because creativity won't necessarily guarantee success of an 
invention, "if you build a better mousetrap, the work) won't rtecessarily beat 
a path to your door." In which case, the frustrated but urvlaunted inventor 
can akxrays pick up his potent ar>d head straight for ar>other career That's 
what happened to one shrewd inventor who won a patent for his device to 
guide b o ^  over treacherous river shoals. While scientists usually prefer the 
rewards of invention to those of poktia, iTHZSt of us can be g M  Abraham 
UrKoln felt otherwise Aaw/ Aosta
Paul Itosta. originally from Boston (where he graduated college iust last yearl 
has m oved to Los Angeles where he hopes to break into the big time.
M any smaller debacles parade 
through memory. Some of them 
have to do with the never-ending 
search for a more efficient car erv- 
gine. One fondly re m e m b m  Cow  
Magnets attached to the fuel lines, 
and the Water Injectors which made 
J.C.-Whitney a fortune.
And let us not forget the Wankel 
Rotary Engine. Devetoped as an al­
ternative to the traditional piston, or 
"reciprocating" engine, it is based on 
an entirely different design principle 
—  K has no pistons, it has rotors. 
One Mazda expert, w ho has worked 
on imported cars for over 35 years 
and prefers not to be named, ex­
p la in ^  it this way: "Both the Wan­
kel engine and the traditional piston 
have combustion chambers which 
expand and contract, to compress 
the fuel.
"T h e  rotary engine combustion 
chambers are an elliptical, 
diminishing-type rotor that compres­
ses the fuel A  piston engine has pis­
tons that compress the fuel. And 
that's the basic differerKe." When 
the Wankel first came out it was 
ballyhooed as being the most fuel- 
efficient, emission-free engine on 
the market, and the car of the fu­
ture.
W hat happened? The mechanic 
just grinned ruefully. "In my opinion 
the Rotary simply doesn't have the 
longevity of the reciprocating en­
gine, and that's all there is to it. 
They're not as bad/As soihe people 
make out —  but not as good as 
Mazda would like you to believe By 
virtue of the way they are built, they 
canrxit seal as w ^ l as a reciprocating 
engine. The problem is the compres­
sion seals— what you^caU the 'rings' 
on a reaprocatirrg en^jpe. The seals 
are built mto the rotor blades, and 
the wear and tear factor is unbeliev­
able. They just don't seal as long. 
Mazda m ^  a bur>ch of crap about 
how they were emission free. It's 
horses-t. They're just as bad as a re­
ciprocal engine, if r>ot worse, be­
cause they tertd to run rich It shows 
up urtder the infra-red "
Mazda spent millions of dollars in 
the late Sixties perfecting their com­
pression seals, arxf now they daim 
to have the problem ur>der control 
But the exorbitant claims rrtadc by 
Mazda just about killed the Wankel 
engirre —  ar>d it is only now begin- 
rting to make a comeback
The Audio-Visual industry has had 
its share of snafus as well Does 
anyone remember hip-pocket re­
cords? H ow  about stereo record 
players for your car?
Rementber Wdeodisks?
W hile it's true that videodisks 
haven't flopped altogether, they 
haven't been the cure-al that their 
promotors promised
Videotape machines have been 
around for a long time, but until re­
cently they were bulky, expensive 
urtits that were restrict«^ to major 
industrial uses. Then units became 
available to educational irrstitutions 
with hefty budgets. Arxf then . Of 
course, everyone knows that the
only reason to own a Wfeotape unit 
in your home is to tape s h r ^  for 
later viewing, right? Then you erase 
them arxf never, ever play that copy 
of The Godfather or Casablanca or 
Navy vs. The N ight Monsters again, 
right?
A n d  o f course. Universal and 
Paramount artd M G M  and Disrtey 
believe you as much as I do. W e all 
know that the whole idea behind 
videotape recorders is to develop a 
library of films, of classic television 
episodes and plays, of sporting 
events to enjoy over artd over.
The motion picture studios and 
television stations have every reason 
to be terrified of the additional free­
dom  and flexibility a cable T V - 
videotape alliance can brirtg For the 
first timd, thé very first time, televi­
sion is actually serving the public.
So how did the moguls respond to 
the threat? In typical cowardly fash­
ion —  first by trying to make vid­
eotape recorders illegal (as if every 
rrxsvie studio, television station, etc. 
etc., doesn't own a dozen of them), 
and secondly by t ry ir^ to  foist off 
the "V ideodisk" concept, a unit 
which will not record and which will 
only show those prerecorded disks 
the networks and movie studios de­
cide we should have.
This, in an era of $6 tickets for 
Annie  the movie (W ho can afford 
Broadway shows?) Leapin' Lizards
Luckily, the public recognized the 
shuck immediately The hundreds of 
video stores springing up all over the 
country, the rent-by-mail outlets, 
and the g ro w th  of videotrAdiog 
clubs means that the stranglehold 
has been broken at last.
I know of at least eight people 
with a copy of GoMfmger in their 
homes, and only one of them is on 
disk. The prices of videodisk units 
plummeted from $699 and $899 to 
less than $299; plumnseted to the 
point where they are being given 
away with the purchase of a video­
tape unit.
It is easy to understand gnashing 
teeth at NBC. ABC and CBS They're 
afraid that with the option to watch 
The Stunt Man, or Macbeth, or La 
Strada any time that they w a n t the 
public might start igrxxirtg the mkxl- 
less bilge that has passed for televi­
sion entertainment the past three 
decades
That, in the fmal artalysis. is what 
technological advancement is all 
about: Choice. Freedom. And the 
ability to manipulate your environ­
ment to suit your own needs.
O ne must draw the line some­
where Mess with our tax dollars, 
our health, or our transportation if 
you will
But screw with our televisions, 
suckers, arxf you're doom ed
Steve Barnes, a regular Beyorxf con­
tributor, is the co-author (w ith Larry 
Nrm n) o f  Dream Park, d  currently 
writing tw o m ore rxyvth, and is a 
martial arts instructor in his spare 
time.
NEW  lA B ER G i TURBO
$130000
I 1 ■
2 GRAND PRIZES: DATSUN 280-ZX TURBO SPORTSCARS
The awesome 280-ZX with the Turbocharged, 2.8 liter overhead-cam, fuel-injected engine.
; , Estimated Retail Value: $17,600 each
10AKAIVCR 
AND AUDIO  SYSTEMS
VPS-7350 portaNe video cassette 
deck, tuner timer, stereophonic 
sound, 6-event, 7-day 
programobility. PRO-1011 
matched component 
music system-turntable, 
integrated amplifier, A M /FM  
tuner, stereo cassette deck, 
speaker system. Estimated 
Retail Value: $2,590 eoch
10 APPLE II PLUS PERSONAL 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
48K personal computer,, 
monitor and disk drive. <
The perfect system for 
monogirtg finances, 
education, and video 
gontes. Estimated 
Retail Value:
» , 4 9 5  a w *
10 LEICA R-4 '
CAMERAS&LENSES
Legendary Leica 35mm 
cantera with multi-mode 
operation, dual light 
measurement, 50 mm 
F2.0 reflex lens ond an 
exceptional warranty. 
Estimated Retail 
Volue: $2,175 eoch
3 YAAAAHA SECA TURBO' 
MOTORCYCLES
With a Turbocharged, 650 cc, four- 
cylinder engine that performs like 
an 1100. Estimated Retail Value:
$5,000 each >
500 TURBO GIFT SETS
Turn it on with a  Vr oz. bottle of . 
Turbo CpLogop opd Turbo Stick 
Deodorant.
ENTER TH E  FA B E R C l T U R B O  $130,000 
SUPER CH AR GED  SWEEPSTAKES. 535 PRIZES IN  A U !  PICK UP A N  
O FFIC IA L  ENTRY F O R M  A T  STORES W HERE FABERGE P R O D U C TS  ARE S O LD .
Offtciol Entry Forms and Oflictol Rules for the \irbo $130,000 SupercKorged Swcepslokes ore ovotloble ot porttopoting retoil stores where Foberge products ore sold 
Ohio residenK moy olsojtequest on Ofhctol Entry Form or>d Rules by writing to: V rb o  Sweepstokes, c/o TR G  CommunKottons, Inc. lUO  Avenue of the Americos, 
New York, N  Y 10036 Limiled to one request per fomtfy per envelope, for O hio residents only Requests must be received by Dec. 1,1982
TURBO IS THE OFFICIAL FRAGRANCE OF THE CAESARS PALACE GRAND PRIX
O aO B ER  1982 BEYOND 19
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